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INmODtx::T ION

"Know than, that ••• Luoifor from Hellv'n
(So call him, brighter once amidst the l!ost
Of Angels than that Sterr the Storrs among)
Fell with his flaming Legions through the Deep
Into hie ploce •••• "
(Paradise Lost VII. 131-135) 1

Dy 1641 John Milton had prepared o rather detailed outline

for a tragic drama, Adam Urmqradised. 2 The deei«n was to take form
and gro•, not as a religious drama, but as a magnificent epic poem

which would "assert Eternal Providence,/And justify the ways of God
to men" CI.25-26).

In the original design for the drooa the character

ond person of Satan did not constitute a basis for sustained interest.
However, when Paradise Lost was finished in 1665, this was no longer
the oose; Satan, as an historical figure treated by the poetic and
religious imagination of Milton, emerged as one of the mojor characters

in the poem.

The first edition of Paradise Loat was published in 1667,

ond from that time until this the nature ond function of this major

character, Satan, hove boon matters for speculation ond conjecture.

1 John Uilton, ~rodise Loot, in The Works of John Milton, Colurnbill
Edition (New York,1931-38), 11, 216. LAll quotations from Milton's
works have been taken from this edition--hereafter cited as Works."']
2

David f.llsson, in The Life of John Milton: Narrated in Connection
With the Political, EcclesiastiCQl, and Literary History of his Time
(New York,1946), II, 120-121 1 calculated that the outline and other
jott1nas •re begun in 1639-40 and continued through 1640 or 1641. The
Columbia Edition of Works, XVIII, 511, cites the dates established by

P.\lsson.

v

Some criticism maintains that Satan. by Milton's specific design,
is the hero of the poem.

other has held that Satan ia the hero of

the poem in spite of Milton's design.

As a rebel ftlld enough to

declare war on the Omnipotent, Soten bas been lllbeled a tool.

He

has been referred to as an "agonist"3 and as a charming "untamed
rebel, " 4 and he baa been said to represent the exalted and indomitable
nature of the human will and spirit.

On the other side are those who

have found Batun not the hero but tho villoin of the poem, the
personification of evil, and the classic example of creative talent
wested and abused.

The diverse nature of tho criticism concerning

the character of Baton would suggest, perhaps, that he is to be
considered finally as an enigma.

This conclusion, however, diminishes

the si(itnificance of Satan's role in the poem.

Aa an notive combatant

in the moral conflict, he is more than o riddle.

His character• drawn

'lfith bold strokes, is one of strength--strength made up of the potential
within him.

Satan has the capacity to be heroic, but the use he chooses

to make of his capacity is not heroic.
villain.

Milton fully

reoli~ed

By his own choice he is a

the significonoo of Satan's role in

Paradise Lost, and "a 1Creat creator with on ii:aportant idea never

3Albert c. Dough, od. ,/\ LiterArY IIistorY o! Enalqnd (New York,
1948), p.690.
41,tJrio Pra1'4, The Romantic Agony, trans. from the Italian by
Angus Davidson (London,1933), p.55.

vi

furnisoos o weak villain for an ethical combat ... 5

In formulating

a thesis concerning the nature of the character of Sotan, it la
necessary to examine representative criticism of the Satanists-those who for one roason or another designate Sat<Jn the hero of the
poem--llnd the ant1-Satan1sts--tbose who araue that Satan 1• not the

hero of Paradise Lost.

Also to be considered ts the presentation ot

Satan in relation to ltilton•s concept of evil as it fits into the
theological scheme of Paradise Lost.

Finally. it is important to

examine the character and function of Satan aa he IDO'les about in the
poem.

5nernord Grebonier, The Truth Abogt Shylock (New York,1962),
p.264.

I

T!m SATANISTS
As the earliest o=ona Milton's critical contemporaries to
treat Ptlradise Lost as o subject. John Dryden referred to the poem

:ln 1677 aa "one of the greatest, most noble, end most Sublime Poems,
which either this Age or Nation has prodoo'd. " 6

'l'wenty years later

Dryden confessed to the critic Dennis that at the time be bad made

bis first evaluation of tho poom, ho "knew not half the extent of
Milton's excollonco. •• 7 Dryden's perception as a critic as evidenced
by his early eppraisol of Paradise Lost baa boon noted by many on

more than one occasion.

Gaorge Saintobury oollllD8ntod 1n 1899:

it is sufficient to say tbat, with his unfailing
recoanttion of good work, Dryden undoubtedly appre-

ciated Milton to the full long befoz::e Addison, as it
is vulgarly held, t:iuaht the British public to admire
h1ra. 8
However favorable wore Dryden•s views ooncorning the poem as o whole

6John Dryden, Preface to The State of Innocence, and tho Fall of
~.

in Tb1 Works of John Dryden: Illustrot:ad ?iith Notes, Tiiotoricnl,
Critical. and E;mlongtory, ond a Life of tho Author, by Sir Waltor

Scott, ed. George Seintsbury (Edinburi;:h.1839), V, 106. ["All quotations
from Dryden's works have been token from this edition--hereafter cited os
!h!....!orks of Johr: r"r;yden.]
7

?tlsson. The Life o! John 7Ulton: l\<1rrnted in Connection with tho
Politiogl, Eccleaiostkal._ and Literary Hiotog of his 'riro (London,1880),
VI I 777.
8

G. Sa intsbury • "Dryden," in En.cUeh Men ot Let tero • ed. John Morley

(Now York,1899), pp.55-56.

2

undertakina, he did take issue, creatively and cr1t1cally, with certain

aspects ot the work.

In 1677 be published an adaption of part of

Paradise Lost, an opera entitled The State of Innocence. and Fall of
~·

Dryden felt that his use of rhymed couplets was superior to

Milton's use of blank verse.

This, to some, would not seem a tribute

from one who had praised the orlalnol work so htghly, yet Dryden did
obtain permtsaton from Milton before he published the adaption, and
Sir Walter Scott excused the adaption by saying:

Dryden's views on translation apply here; and there is
no doubt thQt, as in the case of Shakespeoro and Chaucer,

it seemed to him o worthy service to Milton to aive him

.a chance of popularity with those who could not "taste"
him as he was •••• [Scott concluded that] all Dryden's
own observations about Milton, whethor in proso or verse,
are noble ond worthy; his few unfavorable remarks are
not 1lljust1fied, especially from his ~~n point of view;
and he is perfectly capable of having uttered the alleged
verdict on Par~dise Lost, ''Thio mon cuts us all out, and
the ancients too • .,9
With the publication of his Aeneid in 1697, Dryden presented
the criticism which designates him aa the first of the Milton Satanists.
The Aeneid waa introduced by a dedicotlon to the Honorable John, Lord
t.t:arquis of Normanby, Earl

ot Mulsrave.

In the dedication Dryden

presented a critical discussion of heroic poetry--its meaning, its
design, and ita function.

In tho statements which treated tbe epic

9\Volter Scott, in The Works ot John Dryden, pp.291-292.

3

hero Dryden offered:

The shining quality of an epic hero, hi• magnani1nity,
his constancy, his patience, his piety, or whatever
oharactertsticol Virtue his poet gives him, raises ftrst
our admiration. We are naturally prone to imitate what

we admire; and frequent acts produce a habit.
hero's chief quality

If the

w

vicious ••• yet the moral is
instructive ••• we abhor these actions while we read them;
and wh<lt we abhor we nsver imitate. The poet only shows
them like rocks or qu1oksond, to be shunnedtlO
Dryden concluded thot the list of epic poets was a short one.

He

referred to a group of little poets who would claim the distinction,
but he disavowed their riritbt to suoh a claim, arguing that

0

Spenser

has a better plea for his 'Fairy Quoen,' had his action been finished,
or hnd beon one; and Milton, it' tho Devil had not

be~n

his hero,

instead of Adam. " 11 Decauso Satan figured prominently in the action
of the poer.i, ho was in Dryden•s opinion, the hero of the poem.

he was vicious did not keep him from being instructive.

That

Satan exhib-

ited great will power, and this oharaoteriatlo woe significant to
Dryden.

ln one of his own plays, a romantic drama entitled !!l'!

Conquest ot Grongdo (1670,1671), Dryden bod created a hero,
who--like Satan before him--had a vast power of •111.

of the ploy,

Alrnan~or

comments:

Dut kn~ that I olone '1m king of ioo I
I om os free ns lttlture '.tirst moue 1uon,

10nryden, Dedication of Aeneid, XIV, 136-137.
11 Ib!El•

I

p.l44o

Almo~or,

Early in Part I

4

Ere the boae laws of servitude began,
When wild in woods the noble savage ran.

(I.1.)12
In Port II, the hero continuos to maintain the same spirit:

Spite of myself l'll etoy, fight, love, despair;
And I can do all this because I dare.
Sotan, in Paradise Lost, had
real1~ed

reali~ed

thnt he waa not good; he hnd

that the forces of good were auporior, and that his struggle

was a hopeless one.

At the same time, though, he had resolved stead-

fostly .. nevor to submit or ytold" (Paradise Lost I.108).

Bocnuse

Satan is so resolved, Dryden sow him as heroic.
~tuch

of the criticism otfored by the Milton Satanists ts

concerned with Milton's involvetient, intentional or unintentional,

with Sntan tho hero.

Walter Rnle1ih's lttlton, published in 1900, put

forward the two extreme

~ttitudes

concerning the directions of the

readers' loyalties: Readers identify wholly with Satan's party or
"may be so much on the side of the angels that
the devil hie due. ul4

they

cannot give

Raleigh commented toot Satan's

very situation aa the fearless antagonist of Omnipotence
rnakos him either a fool or a hero [and that ?Jiltor.1 is

~

l .. Drycton,

.

Tho Con-::uost of Granada, IV, 43.

13 Ibid. it p.154.

14 0. Roetrevor llatntlton, llero or Fool? A StudY: of Milton's
Satan (London.1944), p.7.
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far indood from permitting us to think him a foo1. 15
In regard to the belief that Satan is the boro of

Par~diso

Lont tho

question concerning the true a1fl1 of tho poem must be considered.

Did

ltilton maintain his intention to "necort Ete1·nol Providenco" (Pnradise

1ru'!i l.25). or was there a consoious or unconscious rovorsal of his
print:Jry motive? \'11lliatt Dl<Jko believed that Milton's presentation of
tho two oppoDillf.t forces in the ethical combat clearly indicated thot

the poot 's sympathies '1ore with tho devil.

However, Blake was con-

corned with what to him wero errors in Milton's proeantation of Satan.
In •-rhe Mlrriage of Heavon and !lall"' (1790-1793) Dlake included a

series of prose passages

concern!~

this ide<l.

Those who restrain desire, do so becnuse theirs
is wonk enouah to be rostrninod; and tho restrainer
or reason usurps its placo &. govornr. tha un"1illing.
And boing ravtroin'd, it by degrees becomes paasiva,
till it is only tho slwdO\f of desire. The hiatory
of this 1s written in Paradise Lost, ~ the Governor
or Reason is call 'ct Messiah. And the original
Arcb.Qn:rel, or possessor of tho command of the
heavenly host, is cnll'd the Devil or Satan, and
his children are call 'd Sin &. Death. nut in the
Book of Job, Milton's Uasnfah is cnll 'd Sat.on. For
this history hos been adopted by both parties. It
indeed appoar'd to neaaon as i f Dosiro wne cast out;
but the Devil's account to, that the t~ssiah foll,
& formad a hoaven of whQt ho stole from the Abyss.
This is shown in the Gospel, where ho

1

Fool?

~'ln1ter noteigh, quoted
~

pr~ys

to the

by O. Rostrevor f'.tlmilton, in Hero or
Stydy of Milton's Sntan, p.7.

6

Father to send the comforter, or Desire, that
Reason may have Ideas to build on; the Jehovah ot
the Dible being no other than he •ho dwells in
flaming fire. Know that after Christ's death, he
became Jehovah. But in Milton, the Father is
Destiny, the Son a Ratio of the five senses, L

the Holy-ghost Vacuum I Note : The reason Mil ton
wrote in fetters when he wrote of Angels & God,
and at liberty when of Devils & Rell, is because
he was o true Poet and of the Devil's party viithout
kn~ing

it .16

Blake, \Vhose opinion of

organi~ed

religion was not high, offered

..The ltlrriae;e of Heavon and Heir• as a commentary on his concept
of morality.

He saw the divine presence in man in the human

imagination.

Ho contended that "evory thing that lives is Holy ...1 7

Ilia belief wua that Qll that hindered the coming into being of man's

whole hw:lanity should be destroyed.

Dlnko 'c l':'.:li-riage

'llUS

that of

..reason and energy ••• of the conscious and unconscious halves of man's
original wholeness ... is

To Dlalw, Uilton's presentation of Satan had

not been true to this theory.

The angels who 1·eroo1ned loyal to God

represented repressive forces, and yet theirs had been tho victory.
E~-ploring

Blake's concept of evil, Donis Saurat explained

that Blake saw evil as the only difference between Ood and man --

l 6w1111am Dlake, •The 'Marriage of Heaven and ne 11,.. in The
Co1npleto Writinr;s of William Dlal:e: With All the Variant neodin!lS,
ed. Geoffrey Keyneg (London.1957). pp.149-150.

1 7 Ibid., p.160.

18 Kathleen Raine, William Blake (Lohdon,1951), p431.

7

1f there were no evil, bln would not exist. God would be
alone. Why cannot God be alone? Because Ood. bas o certain
work, only mysteriously alluded to, which can only be
accomplished by individual men. Therefore he hae given
them individual existence, and allowecl evil to be born so
as to create individual man.19

For this reason, Blake found the central ideas presented in the seventh
and

eighth books of Paradise Lost totally unacceptable.

books

These

two

concern Raphael's relating to Adam the history of the creation

of the world and the events leading up to it, and Adam's relatina;c to
Raphael what he remembers since his own creation.

Blake mistakenly

held that Milton's doctrine included the idea that the pleasures of
sex had arisen trom the fall of man, and that this doctrine •aa in error.
The fall of man could not produce any pleasure. 20 Blake's concern for
the erring poet was treated extensively in "Milton, A Poem in 2 Books"

(1804-1808).

Here he attempted a reform ot Milton's character by having

the poet return to earth as the Awakener in order to correct the fal-

lacies put forth in Paradise Lost.

We see Milton in the first book as

be rises in heaven surrounded by angels who weep as they look on his
face.

MU ton speaks :
" ••• I go to Eternal death I The Nations still
Follow after the detestable Gods of Priam, in pomp
Of warlike selthood contradicttna and blaspheming.

19Denie Saurat, Blake and Modern Thought (Ne. York,1929), pp.
138-139.

20M:trk Schorer, William Blake: The Politics of Vision (New York,
1946), p.345.
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When will the Resurrection come to deliver the sleeping body
From corruptibility? O when, Lord Jesus, wilt thou come?
Tarry no longer, for my soul lies at the gates of death.
I will arise and look forth for the morning of the grave:
I •ill go dmin to the sepulcher to see i f morn1n; breaks:
I will go down to self annihilation and eternal death,
Lest the Last Judglll8nt come & find me unann1h1late
And I be set:g'd &. giv'n into the hands of my own Selfhood.
The Lamb of God is seen thro' mists e. shadows, hov 'ring
Over the sepulchers in clouds of Jehovah & Winds of Elohim,
A disk of blood distant, L heav'ns & earths roll dark between.
What do I here before the Judgment? without my Emanation?
With the daughters of memory &. not with the daughters of
inspiration?
1 in my Self hood am that Satan: l am that Evil One I
He is my Spectre I "21
Later, in the second book, Milton confronts Satan.

The poet vows:

"I come to discover before Heav 'n &. Hell the Selfe righteousness
ln ell ita Hypocritic turpitude, opening to every eye
These wonders of Satan's holiness, shewing to the Earth
The Idol! Virtues of the Natural Heart, l!t. Satan'• Seat
Explore in all its Selfish Natural Virtue, & put off
In Self annihilation all that ts not of God alone,
To put off Self &i. all I have, ever &. ever. Amen ... 22
To Bloke, Satan's was the eternal will, and Milton had denied the
impulsive energy and life of human ima§lination by falling to admit
the superiority of S.atan's will in Paradise Lost.
Bloke's interest in Satan was primarily concerned with the
character as he fitted into the scheme of Blake 'a own reU.:ious theory.
other late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Enaltsh romanticists

21wuuam Blake, "Milton, A Poem in 2 Books," in The Complete
Writins;s of William Blake: With All the Variant Readinas, ed. Geoffrey
Keynes (London,1957), pp.495-496.
22

tbid.' p. 530.

9

may be considered Milton Satanists by virtue of the enthusiasm which
they displayed tor the personal character of Satan.

This group,

including Robert Burns, William lta:alitt, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and
Lord Byron, embraced Milton's romantic conception of Satan.

Indeed,

the figure of Satan in Paradise Lost has many romantic aspects.

He ls

a paradoxica 1 figure, and his greatness, his courage, his sense of
purpose, and his indomitable spirit are evident.
Near the close of the eighteenth century, as the love of
independence was growing, and as unrest and rebellion •ere becoming
popular attitudes throughout England, Burns, in a letter to 'Mr. James
Smith (June 11, 1787), made evident his enthusiasm for the unconquerable
will of the fallen angel.

Burns exclaimed,

favorite hero, Milton'• Satan. 023

0

Give me a spirit like my

A week later, Burns wrote to Mr.

William Nichol,
I have bought a pocket Milton, which I carry perpetually
about with ine, in order to study the sentiments -- the
dauntless magnanimity, the intrepid. unyielding, independence, the desporote daring, and noble dofiance ot
hardship, in that great personage, Satan.24

The poet's attitude toward Satan was based on admiration for one who
possessed ''A mind not to be changed by place or time•• ( I. 253) •
Ha~litt

referred to Milton as o moral poet who described

thin«s as they should be rather than as they are.

He found nothing

2 3nobert Burns, Letter to Mr. James Smith, in The Complete Works of
Robert Burns: Gebbie Self-Interpreting Edition {New York,1909), p.308.
24

Ibid •• pp.310-311.
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insipid or uninspired about Milton's Satan, and he pointed out the
superiority of Satan's character as shown in his "figure, his speeches

in council, bis soliloquies, his address to Eve,

[andl

his share in

the war in heaven, or in the tall of man. " 25

In a locture on Shakespeare and Milton, delivored in 1818,

Hoelitt offered on analysis of Baton which is ovidence ot his enthusiosm for Milton's robol:
Satan is the most heroic subject that was ever chosen
for a poem; and the execution is as perfect as the design
ts lofty. He was the first of the created bein.<:e, who,
tor endeavorina to be equal with tho highest, and to divide
the empire of heaven with the Aloighty, wos hurled d0111n to
hell. Hts aim was no less than the throne of the universe;
his means, myriads of angelic arcion bright, the third part
of the heavens, whom he lured after him with his countenance,
and who durst defy the Omnipotent in arms. His al:lbit1on
waa the greatest, and his punishment was the greatest; but
not so his desp::Jir, for hia tortitudo was tis :;:rent as his
sufferings. His streDArth of mind was matchless as his
strength of body; the vastness of his dosigns did not
surpass the firm, inflexible determination with which he
submitted to his irreversible doom, and final loss of all
good. Ilia power of action and of suffering was equal. Ha
was the grentoat power that was ever overthrO\'fn, with the
strongest will left to resist or to endure. ne was baffled,
not confounded •••• Yet Satan is not the principal of mnltgntty,
or of the abstract love of evil--but of the abstract love of
power, of pride, of self-•111 personifiod, to which last
principle all other good and evil, and even his own, are
subordinate. From this principle he never once flinches ••••
The poet has not in all this given us a mere shadowy outline;
tho strength ie eqool to the rnQgnitude of the conception.
The Aohilles of Homer is not more distinct; the Titans were
not more vast; Pro1:1etheus chained to his rock was not o more

25wu11am Ho~litt, The Collected Works of \'lilliom Haditt, ed.
A. R. Waller (London,1902), p.65.
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terrific example of suffering and of crime. Wherever the
figure of Satan is introduced ••• it is illustrated •1th the
rnost a triking and appropriate images: so that we see it
always before us. gigantic, irrecular, portentous. uneasy,
and dieturbed--but daa~ling in its faded splendor, the
clouded ruins of o God.26
Haclitt pointed out that Milton as an anta::onist bod been too open
to resort to the "bye-tricks of a bwnp und cloven foot"2 7 in order

to demean Satan.

Milton had given the devil his due.

Haclttt con-

eluded thot the criticism aimed at Milton for carrying his liberal
attitude toward Satan too far and, thus, defeating his own purpoee in
the poem found a basis in the tact that Milton was himself a rebel and

that Milton had chosen to make Satan, a rebel, tho main character in
hie poem.
Shelley followed this general line of thought in his references to Milton's Satan.

He recogniced Satan as a moral being, and

he complimented Milton for not having asserted tbot the virtue of Ood

was greater in quality than the virtue of Satan.

Shelley, too, drew

a pnrallel between l!ilton'e Satan and Milton himself.

The conception

ond creation of Baton, to Shelley, woa in accord with Milton's personal

questionings concerning religion and morals, and with hie love of
rebellion.

In the first port of ..A Do:£onse of Poetry," written in

1821, Shelley offered the follo•ing analysis:
Milton's poem contains within itself a philosophical
refutation of that system. of which, by a strange and natural

2

6na~l1tt, pp.63-65.

27.!2.!,g.' p. 65.
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antith~sis, it has been a chief popular support.
Nothing can
exceed the eneraY and magnificence of the character of Satan
as expressed in Parodiso Lost. It is a mistalte to suppose
that he could ever have been intended for the popular pereontttcat ion of evil. Implacable hate, patient cunning, and
a sleepless refinement of devices to inflict the extremest
anr.uish on on enemy, these things are evil; ond, although
venial in a slave, are not to be forgiven in a tyrant; although
redeomed by much that ennobles his dofeat in one subdued, are
marked by all that dishonours his conquest in the victor.
Milton's Devil as a moral beina is as far auporior to his God,
as one who perseveres in some purpose which he has conceived to
be oxoellent in epite of adversity and tortue, is to one
who in the cold security of undoubted triumph inflicta the
most horrible revonae upon his enemy, not from ony mistaken
notion of inducing him to repent of o perseverance in enmity,
but \ftth tho alleged dosisn of exasperating him to deserve
now torments. Milton has so far violated the popular creed
(if this shall be Judaed to be o violation> as to have alleged
no superiority of moral virtue to his god over his devil. And
this bold neglect of a direct moral purpose ts the most decisive proof of the supremacy ot Milton's gentua.28

Earlier, in the preface to Prometheus Unbound (1818-1819), o lyrical
drama, Shelley had discussed Milton•s Satan in relation to his own

Prometheus, saying that the t'Ao resembled each othor but that Prometheus
waa of e more practical rmture than Satan-••• in addition to courage, and majesty, and firm and patient
opposition to oinnipotent force, he (Promatheus11s susceptible
of being described us exempt from the taints of ambition, envy•
revenge, and a desire tor personal aggrandisement, which, in
the Hero of Paradise 1.Q!l, interfere with the interest.29
Shelley added in the same preface that "the sacred Milton wos, let it

ever be remembered, a republican, and a bold enquirer into morals and

28Percy Bysshe Shelley, "A Defense of Poetry, 0 in Peacock's Four
Ages of PootrY, Sholley's Defonso of Pootry, Browning's Essay on
Shel le):, ed. R. F.
29

lbid., P• 98.

n.

Brett-Smith (NO'W York, 1921), pp.46-47.
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religion."

30
Ra~litt

and Shelley both recognieed tbs two sidoa of Satan,

but they choea to emphaai@ and celebrate the free spirit ond the
unbending will of the cbQrooter es it opposed the tyranny which, in

their opinion, was represented in the presence of Milton's God.

Lord

Byron ts mentioned briefly at this point as his views indeed fit the
context of the romantic attitude of Haelitt and Shelley.

Byron

presented no critical analysis of Satan, but he "brought to perfection
the rebel type, remote and descendant of Milton's Satan, .,31 in "The

Corsair" 0811) and in "Lara" (1814).

In the drama of Cain (1821)

Byron's Lucifer ls a "champion of man's thirst for intellectual
emancipation. " 32

ChUde Rorold, Byron's hero in Childe Harold's

Pilgrimage (Cantos I and II, 1812: III, 1816; IV, 1818) is disappointed
and disillusioned with the world.

The charocteristtos of Byron's

heroes indicate, generally, the poet's ideas concerning man's free will.
To Byron the divine Creator endowed each individual •1th a certain

nature; thus, man's free will, tiotiv"ted by his particular nature, was
not to be considered absolute.

Satan rebelled because by nature he was

o rebel, and his nature hod been determined by the divine Creator, who,

30

Shelley, p.98.

31

Pro~,

p.61.

32 James Holly Hanford, A Milton Handbook (New York,1946), p. 344.
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to Dyron, assumed a certain responsibility tor that noture. 33 Milton
makes it clear, however, particularly in the fourth book of Paradise

1.Q!!, thot Satan alone is responsible for bis evil doings.

The fallen

angel addresses the sun, declarlna his bate for the beams 'That bring
to my rell1811tbrance from what state/I fell" (IV. 38-39).

Re then

quest tons what hie state might have been had he been creotod "some
inferiour Angel" CIV. 59) in whom ttno unbounded hope bad rats 'd/

Ambition" (IV. 60-81).

Ro conjectures, however, that even then in a

meaner state he might have been drawn to follow another mightier
rebel.

He recalls other angels as powerful as he who chose to re11JU1n

loyal to God, and he questions himself, "Hadst thou the same free
Will and Power to stand?"
hadst

0

(IV. 67).

(IV. 66).

And his own answer is, •Thou

lie then curses himself for his own state, saying,

"'Nay curs'd be thou; since against his thy will
Chose freely what it now so justly rues."

CIV. 71-72)
Because Satan's responsibility for his own actions constitutes a
significant factor in relation to his character and function in the
poem, Milton's views concerning the subject will be discussed more
fully in the third chapter of this paper.
Jamee G. Nelson in The Sublime Puritan, 1963, explained that
Satan's appeal to the nineteenth century lay in his defiance of over-

whelming odds.

The reader identified sympathetically with Satan, the

33H. J. c. Grierson, English Romantic Poets, eds. Jomes Stephens,
Edwin L. Beck, and Royall 8. Snow (New York,1961), p.856.
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pursurer of action.

He was in keeping with the spirit of the time.

As the eighteenth century had come to a close,
that strangely modern feeling of aspiration, that
insatiable desire to kn0\1 all things and do all things
and acorn all restraint, was beginning to permeate the
culture of the Western World. Aten once restrained and
limited by tradition suddenly, after the Enlightenment,
felt free and unlimited. ~~ny now divested of the
knowledge of certain truth were impelled to search for it
till they died or satisfied themselves that they had found it
again through experience; and men and nations, elated by
the feeling of infinite power which machines and science
instilled in them, labored like titans under the illusion
that their possibilities ware limitless. 3 4
Nelson proposed that Satan's character appealed to this attitude.
On one hand he was intellectually and physically sublime; on the other.
he was human.

Another nineteenth century writer to be considered as a Milton
Satanist is the eminent biographer of Milton, David Masson.

His view

that the fallen angel is tho hero of Paradise Lost ltas based on the
characteristic action of Satan in the poem, both as a functioning part
of the opic tradition and as a functioning part of the drama of humanity.
In an article--written in 1844--concerning the three devils presented by
Luther, Milton, and Goethe, he

recogni~ed

Satan as boing that of producing evil.

the primary function of Milton's

Masson assorted that the char-

acter was based on the Scriptural proposition and that, traditionally,
Satan was a being accursed.
in human affairs.

34

He operated incessantly to produce evil

The biographer's enthusiasm for Milton's creation is

James G. Nelson, The Sublimo Puritan: Milton and the Victorians
(Madison,1963), p.67.
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evident in hie statement that
we have reason to know that [Milton) did actually believe
in the Devil's existence; and it agrees with what we know
ot Milton's character to suppose that the Devil thus

believed in would be pretty much the same magnificent being
he has described in hie poe1n. 35
The baste nature of the subject of Milton's poem, concerning

supernatural conditions of being, presented difficulties which had to
be overcome in the writing of the story.

Masson explained the problem

as being that of "making the course of events correspond 101th the
reputation of the objects. 1136

MU ton had to place the supernatural

conditions ot being into a working structure, making
event• follow each other just as they would in a human
narrative. The motives. the reasonings, the misconceptions
of these beings, all that deter~ined the succession ot events,
he had to make substantially human. The whole narrative, for
instance, proceeds on the supposition ot these supernatural
bei~s havina no higher degree of knowledge than human beings,
with equal physical advantages, would have had under similar
circumstances.... In the Paradise Lost, the working notion
that the Devils have about God is exactly that which human
beings have when they hope to succeed in a bod enterprise.
Otherwise, the poem could not have been wrttten.37
Having established the fundamental limitations placed by Milton on all
the supernatural beinflS within the poem, Masson proceeded to study

35David Masson, ''The Three Devils: Luther's, Milton's, and
Goethe's," Fraser's MagaQ:1ne, XXX (July to Docember,1844), 649.
36Ibtd.' p.650.
37Masson, pp.651-652.
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tho chorocter of Satan by observing his progress in the action o!

the poem.

As an archangel Satan had boen favored above all.

His

position had been an exalted one; but, the biograpbor argued, Satan
by nature was not a contemplative being.

and the action

~row

and eventually obsossed him, destroying his

angelic characteristics.

destroyed

hi~el:t.

He was a creature of action,

Just by giving: in to what he was, he

In tact, Mosson pointed out, his position as the

highoat of all the an...nels tnde hi.ci especially liable to fall.

Then,

the archangel became the rebel; he had pursued action to too great

an extent, avoiding contemplation and worship, and had thus developed
a rebellious nature.

This in turn led to a closer ossoctation with

others in heaven who were also more fond ot action than contemprotion,
and to a position of leadership which was to assume such importance
for him that he •ould finally assert that it was ''Better to ref.so in
Bell than serve in Heav'n" (I. 263).

Considered next in Masson's study

of progreesivo action was Satan's reaction to the dooree of the Almighty
concerning His Son, Satan's war against Michael, and later, in bell,
Satan's plan for his function in the future;

..... but of this be sure,
To do o~ht good never will be our task,
But ever to do 111 our solo delight,
As being tho contrary to his high will
Whom we res ts t. •·
( I.158-162)

Masson saw tho character of Satan as being a result of the decisions

18

of Satno.
man.

He decided to be a devil.

His woe the decision to corrupt

F..e decided to be the one to leave hell end go to the new world.

When he first orrivod, be fell into doubts with himself'. but at length
ho threw off these doubts.

It was at this point, J.ttseon went on. that

Ctltan begins to deBenerate into a meaner being. In the
very act of ruining man he col!'llllitted bit1Selt to a life
of ignominoua octivity,--ha vas to go on hio belly und

eat dtJSt oll bia daya.38
In his biography of Milton, Masson refused to Oiroe with the
previous critioiam which had explained much ot the poem aa being the
result of Milton's self-involvement, consciously or unconsciously,
in the poem.

To Mlsson the poem had been treated objectively.

The

thematic decision was MUton:J.c--''on epic of the entira created uni39

verse, in its relations to prior and aboriginal eternity" --but
the poem

~as

of the objective order.

Porodiae Loot, in lboson's viow,

was to be cons1dered a contribution to tho

permanent mythology of the human race (because] it connocted,
a narrottvo of vast construction, the inoonCGivable
universe anterior to time and to man with the be~innings
and history of our particular planot.40
by

In relation to this viewpoint the biographer explained his reasons
for considering SotoD the horo of Paradiso Lost.

He argued that the

38

Masson, pp.652-655.

39
David Masson, The Life of John Milton, VI, 523.

40

tbtd •• p.554.
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only way that Milton could succeed in his vast narrative waa by
tasteninri the attention on one sreat supernatural being,
supposed to belong to the angelic crowd that peopled the
empyrean before our world was created, by tollowtng this
being in his actions as a rebel in heaven and an outcast
in hell, end by leaving him at last in apparently successful
posaeaaion ot the new universe for which he bad str~gled.
If tbe 0 hero" of an epic ia that principal personap who
figures from first to last, and whose actions draw all the
threads, or even if success in •ome aense, and command of
our admiration ond sympathy in aome degree, ore requisite
for the name, than not wrongly have so mony of the critics
regarded Satan as "the hero" of Paradise Lost. There is,
in all events, no other 0 hero" there, unless Humanity
itself, which la the notable contrary object of our
of feet ions and hopes throughout, and wbich we may accept
aa personified distributively in Adam and Eve, can stand
us in that obaracter.41
In Masson'• analysis Milton's Satan is deaignated a hero primarily
because of hie function within the epic frQmework.
Augustus Hopkins Strong, wrttina in 1897, was also concerned

with Satan os be functioned within the structure of the epic, but the
epic structure to Strong involved both Paradise Lost and Pargdise
Regained.

He referred to Milton aa the only one

ot all the great

English poets who was a "systematic theoloaian, .. 42 and the whole
Christion theme with which Milton was concerned, Strons asserted, oa
put forth in the two poems.

Milton did 1:1ot believe that Paradise Lost

was superior to Paradise Resalned, and, the critic maintained, Milton
"would not have the victory of So ton, the hero of the first epic,

41

Masson, The Life of John Milton, VI, 554.

42Augustua Hopkins Strong, The Great Poets and Their Theology
(Philadelphia,1897), p.257.
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obscure the victory of Christ, the hero of the aecond." 43

In

Paradise Lost Satan proposes to his legions that they seek out the new
world which the Almighty has created -•• ••• here perhaps
Some advantagious act may be achiev'd
By sudden onset, either with Bell fire
To waste his whole Creation, or possess
All as our own, and drive as we were driven,
The punie habitants: or if not drive,
Seduce them to our Party ••• "
(II. 362-368)

Later, when Satan sees Adam and Eve for the first time, he muses:
''Ah gentle pair, ye little think how nigh
Your change approaches, when all these delights
Will vanish and deliver ye to woe,
More woe, the more your taste ts now of joy;
Happie, but far so happie ill secur'd
Long to continue ••• "
CIV. 366-371)
Then the fallen angel, filled with envy as he watches Adam and Eve
in the garden, decides on his plan of action:
"All is not theirs, it seems:
One fatal Tree there stands, of Knowledge call'd,
Forbidden them to tastes Knowledge forbidd'n?
Suspicious, reasonless. why should thir Lord
Envie them that? Can it be sin to kno-.,
Can it be death? and do they onely stand
By Ignorance, is that thir happie state,
The proof of thir obedience and thir faith?
O fair foundation laid whereon to build
Thir ruine I Hence I will excite their minds
With more desire to know, and to reject

43

Strong, p.252.
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Envious command•, invented with destgne
To keep them low whom knowledge mtaht exalt
Equal with Goda; aeptrtna to be such,
They taste and dte ...
(IV. 513-527)

To Strong Satan was victorioue tn that he carried out his plan to
brln& about the tall of mon.

It must be recalled, however, that

Satan, acting as a free aaent, was dependent upon cnan, also acting
as a free agent, for the success ot his venture.

Too, the victory

ot Satan, as is made clear in Paradise Lost, is not a final one.
Stroria showed no enthusiasm for the character of Satan, but because

he was the instrument which instigated the loss of Paradise, Satan
was considered by the critic as the functional hero of the epic.
Six writers publiEhina before 1945 complete t.he list of
MU ton Satanists to be considered in this study.

The first, William

Vauahn Moody, praised the eloquent speeches of the rebel angel, contrasttna them to the pedantic dullness of the passages desis;nated to
the Omnipotent.

Moody cited Satan's accounts of his comings and

goings as being brilliant and elevated.

Be

echoed the sentiments of

Blake and Shelley by remarking that the chief figure in Paradise Lost•
''and real hero, Lucifer, is on embodiment of that very spirit of

revolt against arbitrary authority •••• •· 44

Moody, writing in 1899,

fitted the rebel more closely, however, into the historical framework

44william Vaughn Moody, The Complete Poetical Works of John
Milton: Student's Cambridso Edition (!.tsssachusetts,1899), p.99.
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of Milton'a own lifetime by

asoorti~

that one could view Soton

as an unsuccessful Cromwell, refusing to bow before the
tyranny of irresponsible might, and Jehovah [as"] a
triumphant Stuart, robed in the white light of omnipotence. The theology and the politics of the poet
are at variance, and this fact introduces into much
ot the poem an unconscious insincerity.45
According to Moody, the power and spirit of Satan the hero in
Paradise Lost was the same power and spirit which had swept Charles t
from-the throne of Bl16lland in 1649.
A parallel woe also drawn between Satan and Cromwell by
Alden Sampson, wr1t1na 1n 1913.

expression of SQtan's
commander.

langua~e,

He too referred to the dramatic

aayinc that it was suited to a great

In the second book of Paradise Lost,

Sato~,

described as

one "whom now transcendent glory rais'd/Above his fellows" (II.427-328),
addresses his compatriots •. Bis remarks concern the plan to seek out
God's newly created world as a possible site for future evil activity.
Hie plan is mot with mute thoughtfulness, but
none amoQli the choice and prime
Of thoae Heav'n-warri~ Champions could be found
Bo hardie as to proffer or accept
Alone the dreadful voyage.
CII.423-428)
Next, Satan speaks of hell as a "'prison strong•• CII.434), and he
describes the barriers
infernal region.

He

45atoody, p. 99.

wh~cb

must be passed if any would leave the

then makes his decision to act:

23

"Dut I should ill become thie Throne• 0 Peers,

And this Imperial Sov'ranty 1 odorn'd
With splendor, arm'd with power, i f aueht propos'd
And ju~'d of public moment, in the shape
Ot difficulty or danger could deterr
Mee from ottempting. Wherefore do I assume
These Royalties, and not refuse to Reign,
Refusing to accept as ereat a share
ot ha~ard as of honor, due alike
To him who Reigns, and eo much to him due
Of bacard more, as he above the rest
High honourd sits?"
CI I. 445-456)

Sampson referred to this speech a• being "in downriaht Cromwellian
fashion aa the born leader of men • .,45 The critic further maintained
that when Milton depicted the fallen angel,

he save of the very choicest in his own soul, perhaps
in more generous measure than he himself was quite aware
o!, and unconsciously, it may even be in spite of himself,

he endowed the fallen Angel with his own unswerving ideals. 47

The critic pointed out Sa'bln's loyalty, generosity, and nobility.

Be

argued that Satan's attetopt to overthrow the ruler of heaven was in

itself an appeal to the reader's sympathy.

Sampson asserted that

before Satan•s rebellion there had been no established proof that
heaven's ruler was omnipotent.

He cited a speech made by God in the

fifth book of the poem as statement of this tact.

In the speech, God

addresses his Son in relation to Satan's activities:
"Son, thou in whom my glory I behold
In full resplendence, Heir of all my might,
Neerly i t now concernes us to be sure

46Alden Sampson, Studies in Milton and An Essay on Poetry
(New York,1913), p.103.
47
1!!!,g •• p.125.
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Of our Omnipotence, and with what Arms
We mean to hold what anciently we claim
Of Deitio or Empire:

such a foe
Is rising, who intends to erect his Throne
Equal .to ours, throughout the spacious North;
Nor so content, hath in his thought to try
In bottel, what our Power is, or our right.
Let us advise, and to this ha~ard draw
With speed what force is left, and all imploy
In our defence, lest nnnwarea we lose
This our high place, our Sanctuario, our Hill."
(V.719-732)

Sampson araued that these did not seem tho words of an absolute,
omnipotent ruler, and, he continued, ''if God himself be constrained
to admit contingency of defeat, who can blame Lucifer for sharing
the opinion of his Chief?"4 8

The critic's argument loses much of

its force, however, when the Son's reply to his Father is considered.
His words make clear that God's speech was one of irony:
"'Uightie Father, thou thy foes
Justly hast in derision. and secure
Laugh'st at their vain designes and tumults vain,
Matter to mee of Glory, whom their hate
Illustrates, when they see all Regal Power
Oiv'n ma to quell thir pride, and in event
lCnow whether I be dextrous to subdue
Thy Rebels, or bo found the worst in Heav'n."
(V. 735-742)
Also, in tho fourth book of Parad:lr:o Lost Satan himself admits that
God "deservd no such return/From

l!l9,

•hom he created" (IV .42-43),

and he also refers to his vain boast that he "could subdue/rh'

Omnipotent" (IV .85-86).

Sampson ma:tntri inod that whon Satan made

these last statements he had, perhaps, lost some of his "fighting

48

Sampson, p .127.
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edge. •• 49

The critic's enthusiasm for tha icportance of Satan's

function in tho poem is fw·thcr seen in llis otatoments concerning
the role which th& fallen angel played in the f41ll of mn.

pointed out that Eve's fall

w~s

Salllp8on

a naturnl result of man's instinctive

search for truth and l:nowlEldgG, and,

oo

concluded,

instead of blalll9 for our mother we should have only
S~tan must wo yiold the

cratitudo and t}ltjn~. ond to
entire credit for her act.50

Sacpson tl.'lintained that although satan sinned and, bocaU£e of his
pride, fell, still bis nature was celestial, am he was as much an
instrumen't as God v:as in thE! establishing of Milton's thetiC.
1.t;irtin A. Larson a loo considered Ea tan in terms of his
function within the epic framework.

In a study written in ig27 he

referred to ~ten ao tho ..central figure ood prob<lbly the horo" 51 of
Paradise Lest.

Larson pointod out tbnt Satan, by sepc:1rating himself

from good and by ollO\dng hia p.:isaion to rule him, rather than his

reason, reprosentod o nocativc, dostructive force.

Ey establishing

himself as the opposition to eood and to natural order, by being evil,
Baton had become inseparably involved in the purpose of the opic.

Larson

49Sampson, p.120.
&Oibid., p.133.

51 Martin A. Larson, The Modernttx of Milton: A Theolosicol and
Philosophical Into02retation (Chicago,1927), p.207.
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later etated, however, thot "there ia no hero tn Paradise Lost.
Milton was not interested in heroes, human or divine."

52

For this

reaeon, Larson'• position as a Vilton Satanist la not o definite one.

Re did point out,

tho~h,

that in his struggles to overcome obstacles

and in hi• interests Satan •a• similar to man.

Satan waa on example

throutih which llilton presented on ethical philosophy.

The reader le

able to realilW the "effect• of sin in o moral ogent" 53 as Satan
gradually degenerates throuahout the poem.

Larson also stated that

because Satan woe aware of hia degrodntion and thlt because the fallen
anpl kon thet he would hove to pay for hia aotiona, "he is the most

tragic figure in literatl.ll"e. " 54
The appraisal of Baton made in 1932 by Charloa Williama
involved on awareness of his tmportonoe o• on artistic creation within
the epic.

Williams, by reason of the complexity of Satan's character,

designated him ea the chief figure in Paradise Lost.

Tho critic stated

that the intellectual aubject of the poem concerned free will and that
the choicea which Batun ond Adam mode exemplified "the double exercise

ot tree will. " 55 Batun, h«Mever, woa more experienced and more complex

5 2i.araon, p. 207.
53 Ibtd •• p.224.
541.Qrson, p.232.

55Cbarlea WillialDll, The Englieh Poetic Mind (Oxford, 1932), p.119.
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than Adom, and Satan'• exercise of free will was the initial cause
of Adam's exercise ot free will.

For this reason, Williama named

Satan's role in the poe11 the predominant one.

Satan'• decision to

defy the Omnipotent was baaed on his desire to be true to himself,
the critic 111aintainad.

Satan realiud that he would ••1ose himself" 56

if he submitted to something to which hi& whole being was antagonistic.

The lesson to be learned from Satan's action is concerned with the
realittation that 11ood, by being refused to be submitted to, will not
be

destroyed or done away with.

Satan realiud this as he made hie

final decision to hate the good and to set h11a&elf up in opposition
to it:
"So :tarwel Hope, and with Hope farwel Fear,

Farwel Ret:orse I All GoOd to me is lost;
Evil, be thou my Good; by thee at least
Divided Empire with Reav'na King I hold ......
(IV .108-111)

Williama stated that the moral choice with which satan was confronted
wos responsible for his complexity as a character.

The critic also

echoed an idea aururested by many of the Milton Satanists:

that

Milton's presentation of Satan was, artistically, more interesting
th.on hie presentation of the heavenly host.

He argued that Satan had

inaintained hie greatness even after he hod been overcome by the Son
and transformed into a serpent:

5 6w111toms, p.122.
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••• but •till greatest bee the midst,
Now Dragon grown. Larger than whom the Sun
Ingonderd in the Pythian Vale on slime,
Huge Python, and his Power no less he seo1:1'd
Above the rest still to retain.
(X.528-532)

The succeodin" lillGB, which Williams did not cite,

see~

to

di~inish,

however, to a considerable extent, the prominence of Satan's greatnees:
They all

Him follow'd issuing forth to th' opon Field,
Where all yet left of that revolted Rout,
Hoav'n-fall'n, in station stood or just array,
Sublime with expectation when to see
In Triumph isauing forth their glorious Chief;
They saw, but other sight instead., a crowd
ot ugly Serpents; horror on them fell,
And horrid sympathie; for what they saw,
They felt themsolves now changing; down tboir arms,
Down fell both Spear and Shield, down they os fast,
And the dire hise renow'd, and the dire form
Catcbt by Contog1oa, like in punishment
As in their crime. Thus was th' applause they meant
'furnd to exploding hiss• triwnph to sham
Cast on themselves tJ'om their own mouths.

ex. 532-54 n

Williams conolUded that even though Milton may not have approved of
Satan, "he certainly bad an artistic -- i f no other -- tenderness for
tho 'a1·changel ruined' , .. 57 and in order for the poem to convey the
beauty end majesty 9hioh it intondod the heavenly relationships to
assume, the reader must accept the char.actors of God and tho Son es

57Williama, p.130.
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••• but atill greatest bee the midst,
Now Dragon grown, Larger than whom the Sun
Ingenderd in tht.J Pxthian Vale on slime,
Huge Python, and his Power no less he seoti'd
Above tbe rest still to retain.
(X.528-532)
The succeodini lingo, which Williomo did not cite, seem to diruinish,
however, to a considerable extent, the prominence of Satan's greatnees:
Thoy all

Him tollo•'d issuing forth to th' opon Field,
Where all yet left of that rovolted nout,
Hoav'n-fall'n, in stQtion stood or just array,
Subliine with expectation when to see
In Triumph isauing forth their glorious Chief;
They saw, but other sight instead, a cro..vd
Of ugly Serpents; horror on them fell,
And horrid sympatbie; for what they saw,
They felt themsolves now changing; down tboir arms,
D0\11n fell both Spear and Shield, dO'aD they QB fast,
And the dire hiss renow'd, ond the dire form
Catc~t by Contagion. like in punishment
As in their crillG. Thus was th• applause they meant
·rurnd to exploding hiss• triumph to abate
cast on themselves :trom their own mouths.
(X. 532-547)
W1111al!1S concluded that even

tho~h

Milton tiay not hove approved of

Satan, "he cortainly bad an artistic -- if no other -- tenderness for
tho 'a1·changel ruined', .. 57 and in order for the poem to convey the
beauty ond majesty \thicb it intondod the heavenly relationships to

assume, the roader muut oocept the charaotora of God and the Son as

57Willioma, p.130.
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abstractions repreaent1ng larger concopts and ideas.

Tho reader's

interest in Satan, b& maintained, 1s for the presont; the interest
in the deities is a projected ono.
Mario

Pra~.

writing in 1933, took no decisive stand as a

Milton Satanist, yet he did emphasi:ae in his criticism the charm of

the untamed rebel, and ho praised the energy with which Milton had
enduad his heroic creation.

He recalled that Satan, in spite ot the

fall and his personal change "From him, \tho in the happy ReoltlS of

Lir:ht/Cloth'd with transcendent brightness dktot out-ahine/'Myriods''
CI.05-87), had plonnad revonao.

Pro~

alao point<id out the sadness

within Saum oa he v1m:1ed \11th "baloful eyes" (I.56) his state, and

the critic e~phnai~od the fact that oven then S~tan did not repent. 58
Still concornod with wlmt Satan 1-epresontod in Paradioe
~

but not dool1na as much with sevontoonth contury politics as

Moody, and more emphatic th:Jn

Pra~.

yot still reserved, lnb-Oling Satan

the hero, was G. Rootrevor Itam1lton, publishing in 1944.

Il:u:iilton

adcittod that becouso of Milton's 1)rooentation of S.:1t<:in tho reader
does start with n projuclico ai;;oinst tho devil.

We concoivo him "oa

wholly evil, the negation of all good ••• and the infernal Serpent ... 59

nowever,

oo

went on to cite the dual peroonality of Satan as a

58Pra~, p.55.

59

F..amilton, p.9.
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character whom Milton allowed to be "exalted as well as mean.
heroic ea well as vicious ... ao

In spite of the constant references

to Satan's malice and pride, we still, the critic maintained, see
splendor and greatness, tenderness• courage and determining
endurance in the person of the fallen anae1. 61

Within Satan's

nature are heroic virtues, ond these combined with the evil also

within him aive a certain tragic importance.

Ra~ilton'a

reference

to Satan as a hero, though reserved in its finality, is clear:
There was room in Milton's heaven for a wholly splendid
rebel, a tragic figure torn between the real claims of an
imperfect if perhaps Omnipotent King, and the absolute
claim of an ideal by which he fell short. Such a figure,
fighting in a hopeless cause, would be worthy of unstinted admiration, and we may be inclined to transfer
it undiminished to Satan. who showed some of the heroic
qualities. But Sotan, though a hero, is a hero darkened
and perverted; admiration cannot blind us to the selfishness of his pride.62

Hamilton's analysis concerned the idea that in Satan we can see a
personification of our O'lln divided wills• and that behind the meanness of Satan "We can catch a glimpse of something that is glorious
and illuminating.

These later analyses of Satan are most generally based on
the character as he appears in the first two books of the poem, whereas

6 °tr.amilton, p.9.
61Ibid., pp.9-10.

62nomilton, p.37.
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tho earlier Milton satanists were concorned with Sotan <Ja he fitted
into their pc:articulor philosophies or moral schomos. or os he fitted
into the epic atructm."G of the poem.

7be romntic \lfriters empbosi:z:ed

tho rom&lntic ottributou of Satan ond :found in his expression of bis

froe '1111 a k1ndrod Gpir1t.

Tho structural analysts trow him partic-

ipating principally in ovgry Qction and naraod him horo.

It would

soom. hwover, tb:lt there are otbor considerations to be trr..-olved
in the total oppraic<Jl of the pooition of Satan in l'aNdise Lost.
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TUB ANTI-SATANISTS
Equally as impressive os tha criticism put forth by the
Milton Satanists is the body of writing which maintains that Soten

is not the hero of Paradise Loet--tbe criticism of the antt-Satoniata.
Again, the reasoning behind their analyses ta varied arid personal,

but tt is necessary to examine both viowpoints in order to arrive
at o thesis which is both just and accurate.
Cited oorlior in thio study were Dryden's comments, printed

in 1697, concerning Sot.on as the hero ot P.orodioe Lost.

Fifteen years

later Joseph Addison published o series of articles in The Spectator

which proeented o criticml exa1:1inotion of the poern from an entirely
difteront viewpoint.

One eaooy woe airoocl epecificelly at Dryden and

set about rotutin::: hie theory.

On Soturdcy, January 12, 1712, Addison wrote an eaony concorning the principal actors in Paradise I.oat.
charocteri~atione

Fe praised the

maintaining that

Milton's poem is admirable tn this respect, since 1t is
impossible for any ot its Readers, whatever Nation, Country
or People he may belong to, not to be related to the Persona
who are t'be principal Actors in it; but what ts st 111
inti.nitoly tiore to its Advantal!e, the principal Actors
in tbio Poem ore not only our Progenitors, but our Repreeontativoe. We have an actual interest in every Thina
they do, end no less than our utmost Happiness is concorned, and lies at Stake in ell their Behaviour.
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I shall subjoyn as o Corollary to the foregoing Remark,
an admirable Observation out of Aristotle, which hllth been
very much misrepresented in the Quotations of some modern
Criticks. ' It a Mun of perfect ond consummate Virtue falls
into a Misfortune, i t raises our Pity, but not our Terror,
because we do not fear that it may be our own Case, who do
not resemble the Suffering Person.• Dut au tbnt ~reat
Philosopher odds, 'If we see u lbn of Virtues mixt with
Infirmities, fall into Misfortune, it does not raise our
Pity but our Terror; because we are afraid that the like
Misfortunes may happen to ourselves, who resemble the
Character of the Suffering Person. •63
Nearly a month later, on Saturday, February 9, 1712, Addison treated
even more specifically the vi8'1point put forth by the first Milton
Satanist:
There is another Objection oaainst Milton's Fable,
which is indeed almost the same with the former, tho'
placed in o different Light, namely, That the Bero in
Paradise Lost ie unsuccosstul, and by no means o M:ltch
for his Enemies. This gave occasion to Mr. Dryden's
Reflection, that thG Devil 11as in reality Milton's tlero.
I think I hove obviated the Objec~ion in lllY first Poper.
The Paradise Lost is an Epic, or a Narrative Poem; he that
looks for an Hero in it, searches for that which Milton
never intended: but i f he will needs :tix the Noma of
an ltoro upon any Person in it, 'tis certainly the Messiah
who is the llero both in the Principal Action, and in the

chief Episodes. 04

In formulatin&: hie criticism of Paradt&e Loot ond, particularly, of
the interpretation of Baton's role in the poem, Addison considered

63Joseph Addison, The Spectator, No.273, Soturday, January 12,
1712, in Tho Snectator: Addison
(London,1963), pp.314-315.
64

~Steele

and others, ed. Gregory Smith

Addison, No.297, Saturdny, Fobruory 9, 1712, p.3SG.
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the entlre poea •ad lt• •bole function.

a.

d-lcneted Ad•• and

l.e •• the prlnclpol cbareot•rti •1th •hoe the .-.aderti relate.

It

••• bJ' otMMtr'Yatlon and undoratandinc of tbe actlona of tboM

prlnclpt1l choracterti tbat the re11dert1 received aoral lnatructton
or enHahtasment.

Addlaon'a referenco to tbe Uaaalab '• belnc tbe

reel hero of f!rtdlM

L09\ • • •

ai.o tMa9d

011

hla conaldonatlon ot

the wbol• functloa or pu:rpoe• of the Chr latlan oplc.
*••lab'• unaelflab act •blob•••

ot

lt wea tl:•

prl•r7 laportance to th•

the• of the poe•. end 1t •a• tbroteb the MH•lah that Ada• achleYod
bl• Nlvat1on.
Sa~uel

JohD9on, too, follawoed tbla approach.

In

1J. voa

of \be Poet• (1779-1781) he coneldered the entire action ot th•
poea ln det•r•lnlnc the lltenry claaettlcatlon ot tt• work; end ln
d•t•ra1n1DC the hero ot the work, he reflected upon a conaidenation
of the wbola poe•.

a.

alao refuted Dr.rd•n'a enoly•i• coocernlnc Adan

•• •n unaucoe .. tul hero 1
The que.t1orw, whether the actton of tho pooa be atrlctly
-2_~, whether tho poea C4n be properly tarDed .!_._.._r_o_t_c~, ond
wbo 1• tho hero, are pniaed by auch r.ad•ra o• draw their
principlea of Jud~ .. nt ratbor froca book.a than fro• Mtaaon.
Milton, tbOUKh ho lntituled Por~ Loa\ only a poea, yot
calla 1t bi....lt .!l!ro~ ao_!]t. Dryden, petulantly and
iadeoently, danlea the bero1aa of Ad.Qa becau• be
ovorC099; but there 1• no reeaon why the hero ahould not be
unfortunate, except ••Ulbll•hed proct toe, •1nce auc09aa
and Ylrtue do not lfO neoeaaarUy tQlrOtber •
• •• ~r. lf aucoe•• be necoaaery, Ada•'• doe4lvor
et 1•4•t cruah0<1; Ad.aa •n• reatorod to t:l• ltlker'• favour,
end there tore aoy eecurely reaUM hla hws:an rnnk. 65

•a•

•4•

85s.aauol Johnaon, "'llilton," !:.!_v_o_~U~oot! (17711-17!H), 1n
Tho Stx Chl•t Liv•• troa John~on'• .. Llv•• ot H• Poot~:· od. liQtthaw

Arnold (London,1g34),

P?.10~106.
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Johnson's refet"ence to Dryden waa more pointed than Addison's, and
in his argument he considered Adam the horo of tho work whereas

Addison had designated the lJeasiah as hero; but the GOneral conclusion
concerning the function ot Sntnn was the oame.
As sugpsted in llol'lny of the analyses

ot Satan's character,

there is o problem which exists concerning the presentation of the
fundamental nature of the character.

There ore two sides of Soton's

nature: one, exalted and endowed with special potential; the other,
corrupted qnd determined to use the potontinl :for the perpet1.mtion

of evil.

In many ways this problem seema to bG the base upon whioh

rests much of the oonjooture concerning Satan's place in the work.
In 1818, in one of a seriea of lectures concerning tho English poets.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge speculated on the problem of Satan's dual
nature.

His ideas are included at this point because he considered

ao thoroughly the problem facing Milton in the presentation of Satan.
Coleridge does not, however, establish himself firmly as an anti-

Satanist; in tact. he alludes to Satan aa en important character
having much predominance in the vork:
The character of satan ta pride and sensual induluenco,
f indins in self the sole motive of action. It is tho
character seen .!!! little on the political stage. It
exhibits all the rastlessnass, tacority, ond cunnina
which hove matched the mighty hunters from Nimrod to
Napoleon. The common fascinotion of men is, that these
great men, as they are called, must oct from uom sreat
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motive. Milton bus cnretully marked in his Satan the
intenao solfishness. the olcollol of egotism, which would
rothor roia:n in hell than aerve in heaven. To place the
luot of col! in opposition to denial of self or duty.
and to uhow what exertions it would make, and what pains

onduro to accomplish its end, is Milton's particular objoct
in tho character of &ltan. But around this character be
hao thrown a singularity of d;;iring, u i.trandgur of sufferance,
ond a ruined splendor, \fhioh oorwtitute the very height of
pootic sublimity.66
In considering the seemingly insuperable difticultios preGented by
the plot in which Milton chose to exhibit his theme, Coleridge

coct10nted in the sal'Jll lecturo that
hich poetry is tho translation of reality into the ideal
under the predicament of succession of time only. The

poet iv an hiutoriun, upon condition of moral powor being
the only force in the universe. The very grandeur of his
aubjeot Cliniatorod a difficulty to Milton. The statement ot
a being of hi~h intellect, warring against the supreme Being,
seems to contradict the idea of e supreme Boing. Milton precludes our feeling this. as much as possible, by keeping the
pecuU~r Qttributos of divinity lEtss in sight, lillking them
to a certain extent allegorical only.67

The reference to the determination and perseverance of Satan as he
acted from a motive ot greatness echoes the sentiment of many of
the Satanists; yet the reference to the motive•s being one of

intense self-interest unhindered by and unconcerned with responsible
oonaideration for others ts more indicative of the views of the antiSatanists.

Also. Coleridge's speculation concerning the allegorical

86

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, "Lecture X" (Spring,1818), Lectures
on Sbakesp.eare, etc. (London,1853), p.286.
67 tbid.' p.285.
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treatment ot divinity may bear some relation to Moody's reference.
cited earlier, concerning the pedantic dullness ot tho passages

deaignated to the Omnipotent.
While the writings of the Milton Satanists span three
centuries, most of the writers ma1nta1ninfl the anti-Satanists viewpoint are concentrated in the twentieth century.

Marianna Woodhull,

writing in 1907, asserted that the underlying purpose of Paradise

Lost was to present the triumph of Christ, not tho fall of Adam.

Baton, treated as a free agent. was allowed by God to exist and perform
as his nature directed.

Miss Woodhull oareed with tho opinion that

Satan should be considered a unifying element in the poem; he joins

the plot concerning the Omnipotent with the plot concerning Acklm, or
man.

Satan, she stated, "ts for this reason the dynomic center of

the epic."

68

She did not agree that this function made Satan the hero

of Parqdise Lost.
Not even in a classic opic did he who originated the
action become neoossarily tbe hero; but quite os often the
resistance to the initial action mrks the hero. Tbe whole
structure of Milton's epic is reared to show how. by
resisting Satan's scheme, tho Son of God triumphed as
the hero of Pgrndise 12!1•69
She further aNllYllAGd the character of Satan, recognieing Milton's

genius for havina been able to create
a spirit worthy once to be an angel of light, endO'led

68Marianna Woodhull, Tho Egio of Paradise Lost: Twelve Essays
(New York,1907), p.254.
69

Ibid., p. 254.
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•1th 1P"t1at powars of s::ind and heart; So tan fell through
o defect that •as allied to h1a virtues. and de~anorated
into a fiocd. posaooood not of alien characteriatlco. but
of qualities that result from a consiatent downward dovolopnant. Tho poet baa created an enlarged peycbolor;y for
Satan; be ts never a man but auperhuman always, all o!
hie cap<:ibilities ot mind and hoart aro on o laruer scale
than human. Thia achievement is a triu111ph ot e~ic ort.70
ln referrine to Satan's fall aa being due to a "dofect that was
allied to his virtues ... Miss Woodhull bringo to mind the earlier
statement of J.tJsson that because Batan bad given in to his potential
and natural desire for action, be hod destroyed himself.

Mies Woodhull

also co111110nted that Batan, ofter the foll, aouuht "relief in oot1vity. •• 71

However, instead of arguing that this instinct was a trasic

flaw in the character of the hero, Miss Woodhull maintained that from
the inoment

ot the announcement by

God thot Ris eon wae to be revered

aa hiahly as He by all in heaven, the jealous, prideful Satan chose to
follow a courae tbot moved down and d01fn until fiJUJlly he was suited
only to crawl.

Satan's doom was that he saw clearly the good and the

evil and thot he chose the evil. 72
sinned from the beginnirv.

The critic observed that Satan had

As hie potential doaenerated, his original

&iood b1palaea became tbollfihts which all ended in evil.

Significantly,

&ltan's adoption of the snnke for his disguise waa a personal admission of hia

de~datlon--

70woodhull, p.263.
71
..!!?Jg. • p. 26::>.

7 2woodhull, p.271.
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a fugitive from good, crawling in hia only course, and
herein lies hia defeat. This ia a kind of defeat that
appeals most in its force to the Anglo-Saxon love of
open-llliDded, fair play. Surely no genuine Englishman
is likely to misunderstand ltilton'a study of Satan here,
nor to think him the hero of Paradise Lost.73
&:!ton's final degradation was empbaai;i;ed whel'.l he
after hie auccess in the temptation of Eve.
recalled, be then ID8t a final hwnilietion.

ni·~urned

to holl

Ironically, Miss Woodhull
After boasting before the

1'hole assembly in hell of hia success against man,
a while he stood, expecting
Their universal shout and high applause
To fill his eare, when contrary he hears
On all sides from innumerable tongues
A dismal universal hiss, the sound
ot public scorn.
(X.504-509)

Satan, then, as one who corrupted beauty, opposed love, and
challenged Ood, chose to follow evil, chose to deKrade himself
physically and spiritually, and chose to surround hill'lflelf 'With other
evil.

When he sought rec°"nition and praise from the evil forces with

which he had surrounded himself, he received only scorn.
been ignoble end the retribution was fitting.

His act had

Earlier in the preceding

books of Puradiee Lost Baton had entertained noble impulses and attitudes.
He had pitied Adam and Eve when he first saw them, and he bad envied

the state which surrounded ther.:u

7 3woodbull, p.271.
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"O Earth. how 111.ce to Iteav'n. lf not preferr'd
troro justly, Sent worthier of Gods, as built
With second thoughts• reforming •hat was old t
For what God after better worse would build'?
Terrestrial Hoav'n, danced round by other Heav'ns
That shine, yet bear their bright officious Lamps,
Light above Light, for thee alol'.18 1 os seems,
In thee concentring all their precious be~::ie
Of sacred influence: As God in Heav'n
Is Center, yet extends to oll. so thou
Centring receav'st from all those Orbs; in thee,
Not in themsolveo, all their kn09n virtue appoers
.Productive in Herb, Plant, end nobler birth
Of Croatureo animate with gradual life
ot Growth, Sense, Reason, all summ'd up in 1.tln."
( IX.99-113)
Dut Baton had already chooon to rebel, ond nO\'f "in none of these"

(IX .118) could he "find pl.Qce or refuge" CIX.119).

His only pleasure

now would come from trying to destroy what God had created:
"To mee shall be the glorie sole among
The inferno l P0\11ers, in one day to have marr 'd
What he, Alniii;;htie styl 'd, six Nights and Daye
Continu'd making, and who knows how long
Before hod bin contriving •••• ••
( IX.135-139)

The devils in general, as woll as Satan in particular, ore

believably drawn by Milton.

Wher• they are first presented, ofter

Satan's fall from heaven with his evil host, they ore busy in
speculation, recollection, and forl?lulation, in spite of their situation.

Their busy-ness is believable.

Blake, 1:1s cited earlier, had concluded

that Milton was at liberty when he wrote of the devil because the

poet was, in reality, on the devil's side.
in 1930, took issue with this idea.

Elmer Edgar Stoll, •ritina

He maintained that it was very
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possible for the poet to have involved himself •1th the characters
of the devils without his involvement's being considered an approval
of what they did.

Milton was more at home with the devils, he

asserted,
not because they are wicked, but because they are limited,
and are within the bo>unds of his and our comprehension,
within those, that is to aay, of art.74
Along this same line of thought, Stoll olso reflected upon the
problem of the plot within which Satan moves and acts.

Satan as a

character emarges natural and real, and many have concluded that
because of this presentation Milton
Satan the hero of the work.

hi~seli

must have considered

Stoll argued against this viewpoint,

saying that the
chief trouble with Milton is, trot having successfully
created vast immaterial powers, omnipotent and

omniscient or nearly so, he turns about and puts them-into a story. It is o contradiction in terrns--o
story 11nplies limits in knowledge and power. The
infinite playing a part, which is necessarily finite 175
Later, in 1944, Stoll treated more extensively the criticism
based on the conception of Batan aa the hero of Paradise Lost.

!n

particular he decried the tradition of the romanties--Shelley,
Ua~litt,

74

and Byron.

Their enthusiasm for Satan, he held, was based

Elirer Edgar Stoll, Poets and Pla)'!rights: Ghakespeare, Jonson,
Milton (Minnesota,1930), p.255.

S~enser,

75 Ibid., p.279.
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on the romantic ottributos of the villain.

Gtoll cronted that Satan

had beon drawn by a romantic poet who hod "tbot Romontic bent tor
turnitlfl the ugly, painful, or feor!ul into the bouutiful 1 " 76 and

ltilton's Satan, ho wont on, had beon the first in a long line of
romantic villains-haughty and dauntless, robGlUous and defiant, ambitious
and self-centered, and os conscious of his own wickodll()Bs
as of his ''injur'd merit," he is yet loyal to bis comrades,

compossionate tward the feeble. end melancholy both in
his intercourse wt th them ond in himself. 77

Yet Milton's presentation of satan hod, the critic asserted, an
imaKinntive quolity which separated it from the later conceptions of
the rocentio writers.

U1lton'a presentation had nothing of the

"spirit of sadism, or masochism, or other perversions ••• and [took]
no pleasure, either, in the painful or the horrible or the ug:ly for

its own snlte. •• 78
Stoll concluded:
Milton hod an imaginetion, which as with the other
great poets, posses for beyond the confifl9o of bia actual
sympathy or approval. Be was hitJeOlf no pritnitivist or
anarchist, no satanist or antinomian: and no Romantic
either, in the thorouabgo1na lowlesa modern sense. Like
most great poets ond other artiste he dolii:hted in noble
:tmogintnp. emotions, and sensations tor their own sake
more than bis contemporaries; but bis range was wido:t• than

7 6s1mor l?dgar Stoll, From Shakesware to JoyCQ: A4thors and
Critics; Literature ond Life (New York,1944), p.391.
77 Ibid •• p.394.
78

stoll (1944), p.405.
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any of his pl"edocassors partly because tho province of

sensibility for both poets and also other men had
meantime widened. He was thus no sentimentalist or
sensntionnlist • for ho was big enough in his other
faculties to koep hi~ b::tlnncc ovon. And by his imainative sympathy with Satan Milton, though in the
presontation he takoa up aore co~plotoly with the demon's
point of viow, his "injm.·'d merit," !a no r:iore cor.ipromised than a Shakespeare with his villains.79
The enthusiasm of the romantic poets for Milton's Sntan was
aloo attacked by C. s. Lewis in one of o nories of lectures delivered
in 1941.

He speculated first on the cenernl critical treatment of

Satan as the horo of Paradise Lost:
••• the proposition that Milton's S<:itan le a mogn!ficent
character may bear two senses. It ooy mean thnt Milton's
presentation of him is a ~~gnificont poetical achievement
which engages the attention and exciten tho ndmir<Jtion of
the reader. On the other hand, it my mean that the real
baing ( i f any) whom Milton is depicting, or any renl being
like Satan if there were one 1 or a real hu~an being in so
fnr as he revomblas Milton's S<Jt.nn, 1a or ought to be an

object of admiration and syropathy. conscious or unconscious,
on the part of the poet or his readers or both. The first,
so far as I know, has never 'till modern times been denied;
the second nevor affircied before tho Ut:10s of Dlake and
Shelley--for when Dryden said that Satan was Milton's
"hero" he meant sonethin:;t quite different. It is, in r:iy
opinion, wholly erroneous.SO
Lewis's criticism involved still another consideration in the anolysis

of the character of Satan.· Besides asserting that Satan wns tho

villain of Parndiee Lost• Lewis maintained that Satan was also, in the

79stoll (1941), p.404.
80c.

s.

Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost (London,1952), p.92.
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ovorall appraisal of hio octn, a fool.

Satan's being a. !ool, he

explained, did not, however, mke tho poem co.mic.

tlilton bad sub-

ordinated the comedy by including within the poem the misery suffered
by Sotan and the misery inflicted upon othors by Sntan.

referred to the ideo that Satan suffered from

marit as ludicrous.

Q

Lewis ·

aonno of injured

The injured merit, ho declared, "compares to

w?mt domestic animals, children, film stars, politicians or minor
poets feel. 118 1

Docauso of tho <lUdncity of Sat-'ln 'a originnl challenge

and tho naivete of his r.rnb:Jequent rensoninas, Le\Yio
:foalin~s

ns absurd.

wh.:tt S<it<Jn •1cs about 1
Tho

Z<J\1

all of Satan's

Evon tho Or.mipotont, ho pointed out, when Ife saw
ln~:::hed.

onalysis of Satan as a fool will not be developed here;

significantly, though, Lewis'o criticiso doos establiah hira as c:in antiSatanist.

He maint<Jined toot Milton's concept of Satan as a tyrant

was made evident by the t 1tles qddrconecl to him.

T.h.roughout the poern

he was roferred to as Oultun, Chiof, General, ond the great Comtiander. 82
This analysis refutes the opinion of Moody and f!lany of the earlier

romantic writers that Sotnn wns the rebel who stood a;;;ninst the tyrant
Jehovah.

Lowis also pointed out the error in aonerting that Satan

81 Lewie, p.93.
82 Ibid., p. 77.
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ot the woru,

Lc.-~is ~tated,

Satan did bogin by

Then. dogonerntin&: from his

initi~l

fighti~

for liberty.

idoa, hio &;:ools bee.Jmo more

personal--..IIonou.-, Dominion, Glorie, and renowno" (VI.422).

Dofoated in this, ho •inks to that great deeign which
lllDkas the mnin subject of the poem--the deGic:n of ruining
two crantures who had neve1· dono him aey hilru, no loll{;or
in the eorious hope of victory, but only to nnnoy the
EneQy vh0t.1 be cannot tliroctly attnok.... From hero to
gonerol, frou ~onernl to politician, !rom politician to
eocrot service ae;ent, ond thence to a thing thot peors
in at bedroot1 or bathroom windows, and thence to o
trx>d, and finnlly to a vnake--such is the progresa of
Satan.83
Clearly Lewis

no frustrot!on

1•ocoeni~cd

or

no nobilitV in the dooigninc of Gaton, and

honorc:iblo attoopt in hia foll.

In the lir;.:M 0£ tho totz:il oppr<:1i:;;al o! the cli.::n:·acter '4lld

function or Sattin in

Par~<lioo

as the hero of tho poem.

Lovt, the fcllen on.t:ol uoos not amerge

Tha character of

s~tan,

however, is

co~plex,

and to deny this COI:lplexity is to deny the greatnoss o! the Work.
Satan hos

vi~

and virtue within him.

in his malroup, he ia believallle.

Beccuse ho has both coL<ponents

Decouse ho choosos to build on the

evil within himself rather than on the cood. he is a villain.

In

Dook '!V of PQradiso Lost• Satan, in his famous addl"Olla to t110 sun,

firat states hie hatred for tho sun's slorloue beams which

ro~ind

him
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of hiu once iitlorious state.

Ile toon i.oes on to cor.voont on h!R w<Jrrina

in hoaven--hifl opon roboll1on in the face of too Omnip•'ltont:
'' ••• Ho do:sorvd no ouch rot urn
From mo, whom he created what I
In th.ot brit:ht ominonco, ond with hi• flood

•CJ•

Upbraided none; nor woe bia eorvice hard.
What could bo loaa than to a!ford hiQ praioo,
The ensieat rocor:ipeoco, and poy hiCJ thanks,
llov du..,1 Yut ull his 1:000 prov'd ill in t:lfl,

And wrou.:bt but tsnlice; lifted up so hi&ih
I wuei.txh.l suiJjoctiou, ond tho~ut ona stop hichiir
r/ould sot mo hiuheat, and in a moi:»nt quit
'fho debt iL.l.llJnio.u of undlolia grutitudu,
Go burthenao&:JD atill po yins:, et ill to ow i
for"Ciltful v~t from hi1.1 I wt ill receiv..t,
And unde2'8tood not thot a airateful ~ind
Dy owin:;; oveL not, uut. Gtill lX)YG, ~t once

Inuabted ond di1>chi:u,,:d."
(IV. 42-57)

Sutan knws tll4lt his plon to corrupt Ati.:lm ond l:vo is wron;;.
continuos to ar'"uo with hil.'l!Jolf
doGpair ond doubt.

concorni~

lie

tbo plon--in horror ond

Tli011 l.c: finnll:; docidoe to 1nvolvo rxin in tho

•· ••• therefore os i'arr
Frati &:rontina hoe, ."la I !rot1 be~i~ IXXlCO:
All hope oxcluded thuo, behold in otood
Of us out-cnst, exil'd, hie new doli~ht,
i.nr.kind c1-eotcd, and for hiti thie world.
So !anel Iiopo, ond with Hopo ft:irwol .Foar,
Farwel f.alilOn;e: oll Good to co iu loot;
Zvil be thou my Good; by thee ot l£1aat
Divided Empire with Beav'ne Kine;: I hold
By thee, ond more than hal! perhopa will reighe;
t.fi J.tln Qre loq;, and this now World sholl knO\f."

<rv .10J-n:n
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Here Satan makes apparent his villainy.
of Satan reveals two sides to his nature.

A look at the total character
Both sides must be con-

aidered in the total appraisal of his character.

Douglas Dush, writing

in 1945, although his views are those of the anti-Satanists, pointed
out that "Satan would certainly have been on inetfectuol villain if
he hod not had magnetism enough to sway a host of followers (and us). 118 4
He also recalled that Aldous Huxley bad bad one of his characters say:
"Indeed you can't be really bad unless you gg have most of the virtues. "85
tJany of tho Milton Satanists held that Milton's presentation

of God showed the Omnipotent, in outlook, as unpleasant and stilted;
where<ls the poet's presentation of Satan showed the fallen angel, in
outlook, as vital and enorgetic.

They concluded that tho poet, thus,

must have been more personally involved and concerned with the latter.
Dush's contentions differed:
No doubt artists have Sol?letimes produced effects
different from what they intended, have produced works
with internal antinomies, but if any artists in the
world have given the impression of knowing what they
are about, it is Virgil and Milton. That these poets
should in their major works reveal a fundamental
religious and ~oral contradiction one may find it
quite impossible to conceive.86
He further stated that if Milton's personal rebellious nature had been

84oouglas Bush, Paradise Lost in Our Time: Some Comments (New
York,1945), p.65.
85

Aldous Huxley, quoted by Douglas Dush, in Paradise Lost in
Our Time: Some Comments, p. 72.
8 6ilush, p.65.
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incorporated into any character in the poem, it could be seen in
Abdiel, who rebelled against Satan.

The unconquerable will of

Satan so laUded by those who judgod him a rebel hero, was not, in
the opinion of Dllsh, "tho religious and ethical will [but] the

irreligious and naturoUst1c will to power ... s7

The misinterprotation of \U.lton's purpose in Paradiso
12§! is duo in mny respocts to the failure of the Milton Satanists

to judge the poet in the light of his own environment's
and moral structure.

reli~ious

Bush made a oomprohensivo indictment ot this

proctice by the modern critics:
The traditional Renaissance orthodm:y of order ond
degree in tho soul. in society, and in tha cosmos is
central in Milton. The fact is simply that the modern
world hoe ~oved quite away from the old assumptions and
doctrines of religious, ethical, social, and cosr:iic order
and right reason.
It is per.hops a fair guess thot a111ona
the general public three out ot tour persons instinctively
sympathi:ze with any character who suffers and rebels, and
pay little heed to the moral values and rosponsibilities
involved, becauSG in such cases the sinner is always right
and authority and rectitude are always wrong •••• Thia
lnstinctlvo response has ot course grO\'ln tbe stronger as
religion and morality bDve been increasingly sapped by
ror:iantic naturalism and sont1mentolisC'l. So thoroughly
ere we debauched by the•o flabby "liberal" doctrines that
when •e encounter an artist who passionately affirms the
laws of justice, reason, and righteousness, the laws that
grow not old, we cannot underatand hie high convictions
and purposes and either turn from them in disgust or expl.nin
them away. The moment such principles are associated with
a poet, he becomes autooatlcally a timid and conventional

87Bush, p. 70.
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reactionary or, in the case of Milton, too simple-minded
to understand human experience. To celebrate Mil ton
therefore as tho great champion of a religious and
ethical orthodoxy is to bring ignorniny upon him.BS
Milton's concept of a universe which is ordered and which
is composed of superior and inferior degrees in its total structure

is apparent throughout the poem.

The presentation of peace and

order in the universe is consistent with the preservation of all
the degrees.

Tha importance of

racogn1~1ng

empll4Jsil<':ed by the anti-Satanists.

this basic concept is

James Holly Danford, writing in

1948, pointed out that "Satan a1'd Eve attempt to break this order,

with results disastrous to themselves and to others ...s9
I!anford also discussed the problem of satan's character.
Ile concluded that. although Satan has a cert3in appeal to tho reader,

his basic nature is perverted.

Recalling Satan, after the fall, as

he raised his head from the burning lake, surveyed the scene around
him, and turned to address Beell2:ebub, Hanford commenteds
His address, couched in language of unrivaled grandeur,
is expressive of the situation and of the human passions
which dwell with superhuman intensity in his heart. At
the root of his sense of tha glory of the atternpt, and of
his determination to persist, is the fundaoental perversion
of intellect, for bis language shows that he hl:ls lost his
original comprehension of God and has attributed to him

88Bush, p. 67.

89Hanford, p.239.
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motives and a being liko hie own. Ho falls into the heresy
of the ?.!anicheoo who held the angels to be coexistent with
God, attributes his own creation to Fate, and proclaims
his independont imr:iortnlity. Ile thus manifests hilllSelf
as the "father of lies," though at first our perception
of his truo noture is swallowed up in admiration of the
horoio "virtue" which· he brings with him as the mark and
seal of his divine ori~in.90
Concerning tho attitude o! the rol?'.antic writers of the
eighteenth century, Hanford argued trot tho "new llae of spirit1ml

rebellion ••• adopted r.'ilton as its ally <Jgainst his will. " 91

IIe

did

admit that there is a certain comparioon that can be drawn botweon

the character of Satan and the character of Crot'lWell, an argument
cited earlier in this paper. but that the reasons and the goals of
the two differed entirely--Satan had aiir.ed to destroy, and Cromwoll's
ultimate purpose had been to effect peace.
In the analyDis of the various aopects of Paradise Lost and
particularly of the character of Satan, the criticism written in
1951 by E. M. W. Tillyard prcgented in its attitude an interesting

contrast.

Prior to this writing Tillyard had published, in 1930,

a study of lUlton in which he had concluded that the poet in some
ways had indeed been in sympathy with Satan and t!:at "unwittingly
[Milton) was led away by the creature of his imagtriatton. 092

90Hanford, p.195.

91 Ibid. • p.344.

92E. i.r.

w.

Tillyard, Studies in Milton (New York,1951), p.59.
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Tillyard now ndmittod, in 1951, that his own viewpoint had changed
considerably.

He dQfended, in sorr.e respects, his previous opinion,

saying that Satan represented something which ia a pnrt of all men,
and that,

con~eivably,

in order to ereate Satnn Milton would draw

from hiR knowledge of the Satan that was within

hi~.

This could

explain a partial alliance between Milton tho crentor and Satan the
creation.

However, the critic Maintained at thin time that

~e

did

not believe that Milton 1'.ad allowed this nllionco to go too for.

In

relation t.o the second p:lrt of his st::Jtnrnent--that r.•nton had been
"led away" by his il!!Sr;inntive creotion--Tillynrd nota argued:
Ult iriately nn ton was n rocrnonahle rian who took life as
it is. Nevertheless, he was sometimes possessed of an
init i:ll nrRe to !oree things to be other than they are.
Wisdom in the end asserted itself, but it sor.ietimes took
1.!ilton a little tirr:o to see where prido was leading him.
In his early pamphleteering days ho allowed his Utopian
hopes more scope than a wise man should, thon:;h this did
not ultimately prevent him from seeing that a change of
church govern~ent need not 11".\ply a change of heart in
the governed. Both Milton and his Satan suffered from
the ro~~ntic coroplaint of the love of the i~poEsible,
and though in Milton that love may have been effectively
checked and balanced it rnny have lod him, in the heat
of composition, to give to the same quality in Satan just
a little more indulgence than he mennt. It is foolish to
expect utter perfection in a human artist. And if ltllton's
~iedom had asserted itself. when he created Satan, •1th a
more rigid and speedy oonscient iousneee • he might have
cranted a less exciting figure. I do not now think,
granted Mil ton's uJ.thmte wisdorn, that the queotion

whether he gave Saton a little r.:ore rope than he meant
is very importont. 93

93rillyard. p.59.

TUlynrd went on to any that Satnn, in oe11encfl, wa• evil--an
alle~oricol

which provided a parody o! the crention that

fi~ure

woe divine.

P.'1lton hed, the critic et1eerted, complill'ented the

coura£e of Baton whoti he hnd allowed to tvlintnin a atrength of
purpose when all wae ar:ainst him ond when all wn11 without hof>e, but,

Tillyard lllllintilinod, 11l:on wo jm!1:e tl.o total 111tnnt1on "our adeirotlon

for his cournr:e 1e croeaed hy the horror and nodner:• of 1t ... 94
Tho i::ajor ch<lncee in Tillyord'e apprnl11nl of the chnr11ctor
r.! Sotnn

h~d

been

br0u~ht

of hiatorical OVPnte

rbout, he

·~tch

~Y-rlntnod,

tnok rloce "ftPr

hi~

bv a

dror~t1c

ffrl'lt

anrte•

•rittr~.

With

the rise of !!itlcr to pnw,.r nnd with the OCl'.'urrenco of World War II
there had been, the critic obPen•e>d, o gPn4'ra1 ("hOn('<.t of ottftudo

ar.:ong all N"n-(~pceition,

1ntrnne1r.eonct>, reooll1on, oa!!ertton of
poraonol richta at all coats--theee nre l:\Ottera we have
flren too tie~h of, and we ore corr,.apond1n5('ly more
friendly to wr~t usod to be considered the Dendly
v1rt1~s.o~

He

co~pnred

Snton, tr.e

rcb~l

untveree, to T!1tlf!r, the
Tr.e
circuretonc~e

c~nractPr

o! the

95.Th.L·'
d
p.53.

frt~H@l'ling

of Satnn

t"("C'IC!"lt.

~41'1llyard, p.64.

who Dr'poe"'d tht> r;nturol ordor of the
nrd real ctictator-typo.

OYf'l"OAAAd

iteelf accordtne to the

l!e cnulrl ho cout".1gco11a, nnd he could
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be conrsa and base and evil.
of

S~t~n

The final unalysis of the character

by Tillyarcl tiid not overlook the tragic elements in the

character of tho villain.

Ilowuv.:ir, tho critic's views coincidod with

tho general viowpoint of thu anti-Satonists:
He iu noitho1· the horo with whe>rJ Milton in his heart
tllor.:tlly syr.ipathi~ed 1 the kin of Shelley's Prometheus,
nor the funcUuuuntallY wtupid aoo liance ridiculous rebel;

but, a&

~ilton

himself calls htm, a ruined archangel, a

cr~'-l

t. ui·e of idei;lwst endowments convertGd to ill. • • • And
i t is surely the qunlity of Milton's Sntan that ••• he
inspires contrary feelings~ the uesire to approach alld

go~e

because of his greatness, the desire to shrink and

•.woid becauso of his cruelty; tile c.iesb-e to approach and

support be<Uiuoe of his courage. the desire to flee because
of tho madness on which it is uasecl •••• SQtan ia the olaseio
embod tm nt of the eterool dictator-type. • • • t: He aoes down
before tho foroea of good,"") yet he will reappear and fight
the

s<:ime hopeless nefarious fig:ht through all times.9G

Saton was evil, and he porpotuated evil.

Tillyurd saw a final justice

in the fact that in the treatment of Milton "Satan is absorbed into a

symbolic dnrkness vastor than himself ...

97

Tho anti-Satanist critioisti published in 1955 by Robert
Mlrtin Adams upheld the tradition cited earlier that Satan was a

ter::ptor ond a tyrant, not a rebal.

The critic concerned his

Satan's uctuol pbyaicol action 'olitbin the poem.

vie~s

Satan, ho pointed out,

perverts his followers, soi~os the powor and troppi114t:s
or un 01·l"'nt<ll muoo1·ch, und proccads \i.lth expodition to
.o ::.01·ios of unjust i.lcti;.

96r111yard, p.57.
97 Ibid •• p.66.
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llo curJl.;litG woy

~cts

of
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ot rebellioni except
in Raphael'o retrospect, bG does not attack the
Almiahty or bi& warriors but for reasons of state
conoontrates on man the scapegoat, whom Satan recogni~es
to ba gutltless.98
disobedience and trespass, but not

The habit ooncerntng the analyeing of Satan's character based on a

judgment of the fallen

a~l

as he is presented in tho first two

books ot Pgradise Lost was docried by Adams.

Sotnn's ch.aractertstics

ot virtuo are 111ore abundant in the first two books ot the poem, but,
Adams maintained, o whole judgment's being oosed on a partial pre-

sontatton was not conclusive or just.

He argued that l\fllton was

seeking variety in his literary technique by

emphos1~1na

one aspect

of Satan's character in the opening books of the poem and another
aspect

ot Satan's character tn the

romaini~

books of the poem.

Mo

pointed out:

One could not judge the position ot Achilles in the
Iliad by his petulant appearance in the first books;
why then should not Milton have given Baton one aspect
in the first books so that his "true" appearance might
have its proper impact in the later ones?.. • If w
can trust his own allegory of sin, Milton would hove
much preferred to say that sin at first sight soems
behovely but is actually disgusting. On these torms,
the author's "edttoriali:dng" tn the first books, which
contrasts so oddly with Satan's splendid enorgy, ia
merely Milton's way of bridging the gap in the reader's
mind betwoen Batan'a apparent attractiveness ond his
real oorruption.99

9 8nobert tbrtin Adams, Ikon: MUton qnd the Modern Critics
(New York,1955), p.53.
99 Ibid., p.55.
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Satan was free in his actions and in his deoisiona.
agent, did what he bed decided on hie own to do.

He, ae a free

He did not ein

ai{ainat the Omnipotent merely by extstina os evil incarnate.
mointoiood thQt "his ein is a aeries of wicked actions. •·lOO

Adams
Con-

cernine Milton's attitude toward Satan, Adame concluded:
Milton waa in foot partiuan, 11.ke his God; and he
expected his fit audience though few to be partisan
too, in the same way, for good and against evu.101

To Roland Mushat Frye, writing in 1960, Milton hod used
Suten as a symbol in Pargdise Lost -- o symbol whiob projected on
idea.

Ba tan reprGeented a woy of life which man ta able to choose if

he so desires.

However, the critic observed, even as a symbol Satan

hos about him a genuineness and a reality which provide "a ootUOOntary
on life, on human frustration and fulfillment. '* 102

Bat.an represents

pO'#er, raw and divorced from goodness and love, and the power resul ta
in chaos.

Frye deaignoted Batan'a rebellion against God aa

t~

rebellion of a part against the whole--the port being in rebellion,

too, against its natural self.

In the very beginning aa Baton is

exciting bis legions to rebel with

hi~,

be denies the fact

ot his

!OOAdams, p.58.

lOllbig., p.56.
102Roland Mus hat Frye. God, M.ln, and SQton: Pot terns of Christ ion
Thought and Life on Paradise Lost, Pilgrim's ProSresa, and the Grent
Theologians (New Jersey,1960), p.25.
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creation, saying:

''That we were f ormd then aa 1st thou? And the work
Of secondarie hands, by tosk transferd
From Father to his Son? Strange point and newl
Doctrin which we would know whence learnt: who saw
When this creation was? Remelllberst thou
Thy maldng. while the Uaker gave tbee being?
We know no time •hen •e were not oa DO'll:
Know none before us, solf-boai;ot, self-rais'd

By our own quick'ning power, when fatal course
Had circl 'd his full Orbe, the birth mature
Of this our n:Jtive Heav 'n, Etbereol Sons."

CV.853-863)
Sa~n'a

!Di:lin interest was in self, and, Frye argued, he was a parody

of God.

His acts, oll perverted, -aero aimed at wasting or possessing

God's creation.

He volunteered ''for the role of counterfeit messiah

dedicated to the betrayal of mon, .. io 3 and he was motivated by
•'revenge [and] imt10rtal hate" <I.107).

Satan, an opposite in every

way to the Son, set love aside in ordor to reveal his power; wboreos
the Son, whose power was infinite, set that power osicle in order to

reveal his lovo.

Tho opposition of these two characters provides a

major that10 of PgrgcUsa Los_t.

As Satan

maJ~es

his decision to pursue

on evil course, ond to sopnrote himself from lovo, be also soporates

hi1DSelt from reason.

His vieuG, thus, bocome false, and he must

resort to lios and hypocrisy in order to perpotuato hie intentions.

In tho sixth book of tho poem God refers to the rebel angels as those

10~

-,.rye, p.24.
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"who reason tor thlr

1011

refuse" CVI.40).

Frye l!IQintained that

Satan, in his obsession for self. denied his own potential, his own
nature.

Be reigns in boll, but he is miserable--''Tbe lower still I

fall, only Supream/In miserie" (IV .91-92).
to himself.

Stltan becomas a &lave

Re hos power in hall, but, divorced from love, his

power is sterile.
Frye's cr1t1c1am did net explore, specifically, the question
of whether or not Satan is the hero of Pan.idise Lost.
more concerned with Baton's function in tho poem, not
o villain, but as an idea.

The critic was
<l&

a hero or

nowevar, Frye did not question Milton's

attitude toward Batan, the perpetuator of evil, nor did he see cny

majesty

or

magnificence cbout the oherocter of the fallen an&:el.
John Peter, whose book, A Critique of Par!dice Loot, was

published in 1960, maintained o similar attitude.

It waa his con-

tention, in addition, that tl.ilnY of the questions which have or!.aan
concerning the characters and motives tn Paradise Lost are a result

ot Milton's artistic failure or lneptitUdo tn several oreas of the
poem.

Ono

ot his ideas pertatood to the general or1tictsm, put forth

by both satanists and anti-Satanists, concerning Milton's tnilure to

create GfJd and the loyal angels as interesting os Satan and the

tollen angels.

Peter suggested that Milton, in order to maintain

the •hole Christinn attitude which be wish&d to porpetuate, should

have artisticnllY safeguarded God from appearing pedantic and dull.
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God's presence in the poem was a necessary one and the artistic
challenge presented by this necessity was difficult, but, Poter
maintained, t.lost of the difficulty "could have been avoidod 1f
[Milton1 bad used the angels more effectivoly ... 104 Most of God's
speeches could have been spoJ<on

QB

of feet 1vely by angels or by

l!ilton h1moelf.

In hie particular references to Satan, Peter cited the
paradoxical quality of the fallen angel--more depraved and yet
larger than life.

The paradoxiae tn Satan's character grew out

of the facts of his circumstances, the critic maintained.
in a period

ot

He was

transition, and as hie conditions changed, be changed.

His magnificence from the be"inning had been qualified.

The reader

is awed by the fallen angels, but be is also aware of their defeat.
Nothing discounts this.

Some ot the criticism conoerninE: Satan has

referred to o break in Satan's character, an abrupt difference between
the Satan of the first few books of Paradise Loot and the Satan of
the remoining books.

Other criticism has seen the degeneration of

Satan's character aa smooth and unbroken, his initial grandeur boing
proairessively degraded.

Peter in his criticism referred to o "bumpy

104John Peter, A Critique of P~radise Lo~t (New York.1960).

p.21.
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and uncertain curve" 105 in Milton's treatment of Satan's character.
His complexity, the critic argued, begins to break down after the
first three books.

At the end of the fourth book, bofore Satan has

instigated the temptation of Eve, Gabriel confronts the fallen angel,
saying:
"Satan, I know thy strength, and thou knowst mine,
Neither o~r own but itiv'n; what follte, then
To boast what Arms can doe, since thine no more
Than Heav' n perm1 ts, nor mine, t hou'"~h doubld now
To trample thee as mire: for proof look up,
And read thy Lot in yon celestial Sign
Where thou art weigh'd, and shown how light, how weak,
If thou resist."
(IV .1006-1013)

Satan, then, looks up and

recogni~ee

His mounted scale aloft: nor more; but fled
1.!ur1:mrini;, and with him fled the shades of nl~ht.
(IV .1014-1015)

At this point, Poter pointed out, most of the interest which Satan
had held for the reader is gone.

Satan's progress in Paradise Lost,

continued Peter. involved a process of progressive simplification-a wonderfully iridescent surface, shot with conflicting
1 ights, is subject to a aradual arrest, in the process
coming more and more to resemble a mosaic crudely
pattorned with dark and light. Dr~matic intensity,
once located within the figure of Satan, has shifted
elsowhore, and Milton's artistry has shifted with it.106

105peter, p.52.
106 1b1d., p. ai.

eo

Ae Satan's character simplified, the critic further explained, he
relied more and more on self-deception.

Just before the

te~ptation

of Eve, Satan explains to himself why he is involving inan in his
revenge, and clearly he is deceiving himself:
"Hee to be aveng'd,
And to repaire his nu~bers thus ir.:pair'd,
Whether such vertue spent of old now faild
More flngols to Create, if they at le:lst
Are his Creatod, or to spite us more,
Doter~in'd tc advance into our room
A Creature form'd of Earth, and him endow,
Exalted from so base original,
With Heav'nly spoils, our spoils: What he decreed
Ho effected; Man he made, and for bi~ built
Magnificent this World, and Earth his seat,
Him Lord pronounc'd, and, 0 indir.nitiel
Subjected to his service Angel wings,
And flaming Ministers to watch and tend
Thir earthly Chargo."
CIX.143-157)

He later

co~J'l!ente

in the same speech that even though revenge which

begins sweot becomes bitter, he cares not,
"Since higher I fo 11 short, on him who naxt
Provokes my envie, this new Favorite
Of Heav'n, this l~n of Clay, Son of despite,
Whom us the more to spite his Maker rais'd
From dust: spit"' then with spite is bast re;Jaid."
( IX.174-178)

Poter cited this speech aa

exo~plifyin~

had beco111e "crude and fanatical. "

107

that Satan's :nentnl processes

The critic, further, did not

find Satan to be the champion of liberty and individuality.

Rather

he found Abdiel, the just angel who defied the multitude and remained

107Peter, p.62.
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loyal to God, as being tho ona ooot 1n accord with Milton's 0\1n
love o! personal liberty.
'rho iuau tr.qt Satnn ond hell wore parodies of God and

hoaven uas oloo expressod by n. Rajan, writing in 19G2.

The idea

at the heart of the epic, he explained, concerned hell's being a
"perverted crention" 108 ond Sotan's being a perverted creature.

Rajan further r.iaintained:
If lIUton d•ells upon [Satan's heroic qualities°] it
ts bGcause ho knows th::it you will put them in their

context, that you will see Satan's virtues ac perverted
by thoir end <Jnd d::lrkanina; therefore to their inevitable

eclipse, corroded and saten out by the nemesis beyond
thon. The mor::il condernn::ition is never explicitly, or
even poetically, denied.109

Satan 'e duol nature presents a true comprehension of the nature of
evil.

Rajan cited Satan's deception of Uriel as the transition

between the good and bad features of the fallen angel.

Satan con-

fronts Uriel, "one of the sev'n/Who in God's presence. noarost to
his throne ,/5tand ready at cor.iti<lt1d" (III. 648-650), nt the orb of

the sun.

Sotan asvumes the shapo of a lesser angel as he seeks

directions to God's new crention, and he proves hilll6el:f "the false
dissembler" (III. 631):

10 8B. Rojnn, Parzidise Lost and the Seventeenth Century Ruadar
(London.10G~), p.48.
109 lbid •• p.95.
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"Unspeakable desire to see, and know
All these bi• wondroue works, but chiefly Man,
Hie chief delight and tovour, him for whom
1'\ll those h111 works eo wondrous be ord<Jind,
Rnth brought me from the Quires of Cherubim
Alone thus wondr1fl6t. Driahtest Seraph, tell
In which of oll these ehini~ Orbee hath Man
Ria fixed aoat, or fixed eaat hath none,
But oll these shining Orbes hie choice to dwell;
That I may find him, and with Ncret K.Qee
Or open admiration him behold
On whom the areot Creator hath beetowd
Worlds, and on whom hath all those crocos powrd,
That both in him ond all thiriae, os is lll8et.
The Universal Miker we may praise;
Who justly bath drivn out hie Rebell foes
To doepeot Hell, ond to ropair thot loes
Created thi• new happie Race of Mon
To serve him batter: wise ore all bis woyoo."
( III.662-680)
In Rajan'• opinion, Satan'• deiteneration throuahout the poem waa

1iradual and amooth.

Re aaw no abrupt chanaa in Satan's oharooter.

Aa tba fallen angel underwent his
his lUBtrous t i tlea.

pro~reaaivo

deterioration, ho lost

Rajan pointed out that the reference to ''th'

Arch-Enemy" (I. 81) ond "th' Arch-Fiend" (I. ~O) in tho first book
becaae, lator, 'Tiend" (II. 643), and then, "th' Aroh-Folon" (IV .179),
and for the first tim, "the DovU" (lV.502).

In the fourth book of

Paradise Lost, oa Satan first sees Adnci and Eve, he ie pictured as
bei~

envious of tboci.

As he looks at them "vith joalouo loor malign"

(IV. 503), he complains:
"Sight h<Jteful, eiuht tormntinal

thus these two

Ioparadis't in one onothers ormo
The happier Eden, shall enjoy thir fill
Of bliss on bliss, while I to Hell om thrust,
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Whore neither joy nor love, but fierce desire,
Amont? our other torrnonts not the toast,
Still unful:f'ill 'd with pain of longing pines."
(IV. 505-511)
Satan's jealousy of married love, Rajan explained, was in keeping
with the popular view in Milton's time.

The Protestants hod long

decried the practice of exalting the single life above the tnorried
life.

The critic further maintained that the pity which Satan later

aha111ed for Adain and Eve woe actually self-pity.
exemplified his "inner emptinoss" • 110

His protestations

Whereas hiS speeches in the

first throe books of the poem show fk\tan to be a positive, stronglyassured and strongly-resolved character, his speeches in the fourth
book lack direction.

He bao degenerated, and his chnractor bas

become indecisive and forced.

His words lack energy.

Rajan also

referred to "the syml:lolic verdict of the scales, .. lll citod earlier
by Peter, Eaying that the Saton who

would not have accopted the verdict.

ori~inally ~ppeared

in the

poe~

By the fourth book, ho Orilued,

the heroic Satan was givil'l{r in to the perverted Batan.

In the

sixth book, Sntan explainn to Abdiel tho reason for bio revolt:
''At first t thon~ht that Libertie ond neav'n
To heav'nly Soules had bin oll one; but now

I soe that moot through sloth h.od rath~r serve,
!!inistring Spirits, traind up in Feast and Song."
(Vl.164-167)

11 0noj:Jn, p.100.

llllbtd •• p.101.
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Abdiel replies, po1nt1na out to Satan that he has confused service

and servitude.

He

sees Satan'• obsession with self and tells him

that he 1• really not free, ..but to thy self enthrall 'd" CV 1.181).

Satan's degeneration continued, Rajan arsued, as he came to believe
in hia own deception.

The critic cited Baton's address to the

earth in the ninth book ss be1na a contrast to his earlier address
to the sun.

'fhe sun had reminded

him of what he bad been; the earth

imspired him to believe in a glory he thoUKht be would receive.

With

his own words be convinces himself that earth is greater than heaven.
Rajan pointed out, however, that because Satan's character depends
on the ocoasion--that he is what he doee--he still retains traces

of his original &P"Ondeur.
in the temptation scene.

The critic cited Satan's attractiveness
Satan, disguised oa a serpent, moves toward

Eve; he

Addrass'd hia way, not with indented wave,
Prone on the around, as since, but on his roare,
Circular base of rising foulds, that tour'd
Fould above fould a surgina "1~e, his Head
Crested aloft, and Carbuncle hie Eyes;
With burnisht neck of verdant Gold, erect
Amidst hie circling Spires, that on the grass
Floted redundant: pleasing was his shape,
And lovely, never since of Serpent kind
Lovelier ••••
( lX.496-505)

Aleo, when Satan returns to chaos, he is
br1ght 0 (X.327).

0

1n likness of an Angel

Be conducts himself like a hero, and ha brags of
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havi1111 seduced man from Ood" with an Apple" (X.487) and of havine
purchased the world "with a bruise 0 (X. 500).

The complexity of

Satan's character, arsued Rajan, mkes him more than an abstract
symbol.

The critic referred to him instead as a ..poetic repre"'.'

eentation. ••112

Satan was exactly what Milton intended him to be,

he maintained, and. tho treatment and presentation of Satan in
Paradise Lost proves to be a sermon on the weaknesses of evil and
on the power and strength of evil.

The misinterpretation of Satan's

role hos resulted, Rajan concluded, from Milton's execution of tho
choracteriimtion ot God.

God ia abstract, and becnuse hia victory

is a moral victory and not a poetic ona, it seems hollow.

"Milton

111.Qy justify God'• ways, but he does not celebrate them. "113

Tho final anti-Satanist criticism to be considorod in this
study is that published in 1964 by Louis L. 1alrt:i.

His criticism

concerned the structure of Pamdise Lost, and be considered Satan
as he fitted into this structure.

lie raforred to tho appeal which

Satan and tho fallen angels held in the openina books ot tbe poem as
a temporary one, and be contended that the War in Heaven. which was

in the heroic mode. hQd about it on air of futility.

In the middle

books ot Parqdise Lost, Milton seemed to be keeping a check on his

11?lfajan, p.105.
113

Ibid., p.107.
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poetic abilities.

!~rte

pointed out that the •riting became

a•kw~rd

and heavy as Milton attempted to make the old heroic ideals seem
ridiculous.

Satan was the center of interest in the first three

books, and then the interest shifted to Adam and Eve.

The critic

argued that Milton did not huvo to begin degrading Satan at this
point, because tho poem's structure removed him as the center of
interest.

From the beginning, Satan
represented the subtle, pervasive evil that leaks
and seeps through all the vivid imagery of the first
two books, culminating in the vicious allegory of
Satan, Sin, and Death, the trinity of Evil. Tho
emergence of Satan into allegory, both in Book 2 and
again in Book 10, is the key to his function throughout the poem: he has never possessed reality; what
reality he hns comes frorn the world of men. So now
the symbol of Satan, having served its purpose, can
be discorded by ~.!Uton with contorept. Ado1:1 lios
114
before us "in a troubl' d Sea of passion tost" (X. 718).

In

Lart~'s

opinion Satan was a symbol.

Milton's main concern in

the poem was man, and Satan's only importance lay in his allegorical
function as he related to man.
The criticism of both the Satanists and the anti-Satanists
should be considered in formulating a total appraisal of the character
and function of Satan in Paradise Lost.

To

disa~ee

with the views

of the Milton Satanists concerning the analysis of the fallen angel

11 4Louis L. l~rt~. The Paradise Within: Studies in Vaughan,
Traherne, and !tilton (New Haven and London,1964), pp.138-139.
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is not to discredit their every word concerning the poom.

It has

boon necessary, however, to examine the framowork upon which their
criticisms of Satan were based.
the basis

Is it fair to judge a character on

ot a partial presontation of him?

Is it true that because

a charactor ploys o central role in an opio oreotion--often instigating
and man!pulatina the action, often unifying the VQrious aspects
in the framework--he is the hero of the work?

~ith-

ls it valid to remove

o character from the total environment of the work of which he is so
vitally a part and judge him in the light of personal theory--praisirig
the qunlities and virtues which conform with that porsonal basis?
Should Milton be judged in tho light of his own

ot

the views of his rooder-oritics?

vie~a

or in the light

Did Milton in truth, bocome swept

away from his original intent by the grandeur of his creative ohnracti~tion?

Did he become so involved with enthusiasm for Satan that

he effocted a fusion

with the devil?

ot his own personality ond Satan's, becoming one

In a final analysts of the whole poem the questions

which concern tho ch.or.actor ond functiori of Satan must be answered

negatively.

Baton tmst be considorod on the oosie of hie total presen-

tation in the poom.

ne

bQo o significant role within the epic structure.

It is because Satan seeks revenge on
brought about.

God

that the fall of man is

As the title of tho poem surmests. it is the prilllQry

ideo--the loss of Paradise--which is trootod.

But it is con who

lolMla Paradtae, end in t i • underly1nc •trtc:JtlO between tb• forcoo

o: E;Ood anJ ovll lt le Ood :snd the •••loh who ore the victor•.
Within tho llt>iO otr°'-ture 1t 1• not tL• !1r-..il outcor:.

which 1• o( cl.ht! conc.,rn; 1 t

ot S:iton

1o, rot Ler, tho : lNlll outcobl) o!

~1

n.
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III
SATAN AND THE CHRISTIAN SCHEME

Tha conflicts within Pnrndiae Lost--botwoen good and evil,
between love and hate, between tho whole and the part, betweon the
tempted and the tempter, between the rebel and hirnself--are all
functioning parts of a Christian scheme.

Thus, it is important to

considor Milton's presentation of Satan in regard to this Christian
scheme.

The dogma, the aians, and tho argument of the epic are in-

eluded within its narrative frame. but a more direct statement of
the poet's Christian attitude is evident in a prose treatise written
by Milton and published in 1825, one hundred and fifty-one years

after the poet's death.

The treatise. a syatematic theology, •as

entitled Da Doctrina Christiana.

~.tlurice

Kelley, in 1941, nade an

extensive study of tho treatise and of the scholarship and criticism
which had treated the work.

He

established that the first draft of

tho De Doctrina Christinn;:i was made c. 1658-1660 - at the oame tiine
or just before Pnrnd:f.so Lost wns being dictated. 115

His study further

concluded that there in a close association between the treatise and
Paradise Lost, and that the De Doctrina Christiana is a gloss. upon
Paradise Lost, usoful in tho interprototion of tho theological detail

11511aurice Kelley, This Great Argument: A Study ot Milton's De
Doctrina Christiana as a Gloss Upon Paradise Lost (Princeton,1941),
p.25.
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of the op1c.

In 1962,

n.

Rajan commonted that ICelley's ..conclusive

aurvoy" 116 hod lod to tho prosont assumption by most scholars "that
the treatise end the epic aro doctrinally ldentical,"

117

and in

the Cambridge Edition of Milton's cotipleto poetical works, 1965,
Douglns Bush roferrod to the De Doctrina Chriationn as a ''very
useful theological gloss of Pnradiao Lost ... us

In pointing out

the essential di!forencos between the epic and the treatise, Kelley
observed:
Doth works, it is true, are products of the Renaissance,
and both, in seeking to justify the ways of God, have
the same general end; yet in the two contrasting methods
by which tbeuo \1arks at to in that ond lies the difference
between Spenser and Aquinas, between poetry and theology.
Dependont on the Dible, which tho seventeenth century
generally accepted as literally ahd historically true,
and fraught '11th division, definition, and distinction,
the De Doctrina combines 'history' and 'phllotiophy' s it
teaches by example and precept, and aitlS at abstract ond
literal truth. In Paradise Lost, however, Milton seeks
to figure forth precept in a concrete, spenking picture,
to present ethical. teaching in a form that ts both
attractive and etinmlating; in short, to toach by the
feianed 11n<:1ae of poetry; and this concept of the feigned
irnoge, aa the nnme iaplies, liberates the poot from the
narrow and straightening confines of dogmatic truth.
'fhuo, as a Protestant theologian, Uil ton is bound to
induction or deduction from Scriptural proof texts: but
as a Ronuissance poot, he tlnY aim rother at imaginative

llGnajon, p.22.

11 7 Ibid., p .22.

1 18oouglas Bush, "Paradise Lost•" in The Complete Poet ica 1 Works
of John Milton (Boston,1965), p.xxiii.
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truth, and ta free to enliven his subject, to glvo tt
interest ond attrnction, either by invention or by
reehnpinc hie source materials in any mannor th~t his

Bense of literary values may direct.110
The views exproesed by l!ilton in the De Doctrinn Christirana

wore based on uhat he found in the Holy Scripturo.

In tho dedication

to the treatise• he roferr£?tl to othor trootit;El6 o! theolocy which had
been written since the bo1tinning of t1'o oir.teonth century--treatioes
which lkld SOUQ:ht to roatoro ti.a originL!l purity of relicion by setting:
down,

oethodicall~·

and soundly. tho principles o! Chriet:L:in doctrine.

IHs own trc:Jtise 11as wrltton as an oxpresvion of l:iu individual faith.
He wrote thllt

ilE

it io only to tho ir.dividunl fnith of cnch tl~t tho
Detty hns opened tho way of eternal salvntion, ond nB

he reqlliros that ho who would bo cnved should rave c
personal belief o! hia 01rn, 1 resolved not to repose
on the foith or jud1reoont of othorc in lllCltters relating
to God: but on the one hand, having taken the groundfl
of r::y faith from divine rovelation alone, and on tl:e
other. havln~ neglected nothing which depended on my
own tnduetry, I thouf:ht fit to scrutinh:e Qnd nscertoin
for ~yself the several pointa of my rel1a1ous belief,
by the r.'!t'flt caroful perucal and rwditation of tho Holy
Scriptures tho1NJolvea.l20
Later in the dodicotion be

~gain e1:1phaei~ed:

"I adhere to the Holy

Sor 1pt ures a lo no. " 121

119 Kelley • p.98.

120Milton, Dedication of De Dootrina Chrietiann, in Works,
IV. 2.
121

Ibid •• p.8.
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It ts important for the purpose of this study to consider
the idea• in the De Doctrine Christiana which provide an iMiKht

into Milton'• attitude toward Setan tn Paradise Loat, and Milton's
presentation of Satan as it fitted into the poem's Chr18tien theme
and purpoae.

As pointed out earlier, Byron, in designating Satan

the hero of the epic, argued that Satan's actions were a result of

his nature--a nature with which Ood had endowed him.

Thus. Byron

claimed, because Satan was not the creator of his own nature, he was
not totally responsible for his own actiona.

Milton's attitude

toward Satan's reaponstbtltty tor ht• own actions i• possibly the
determinant in understanding Setan es Milton intended him to be,
and tbia attitude ta lllade clear in the De Doctrine Christiana.

In

the ftret book of the treatise Milton wrote of the knowledge of
God.

He referred to the beauty ot the order of thlt world, and the

evidence tn the world of a

0

deter111inate and beneficial Power. ul22

According to Milton, a epecific end for the whole of creation was
ordained by the beneficial Power, and the idea that evil should ever
be a supreme power, prevailing over good, to Milton "ts as unmeet as
it 1• incredible. ••123

In a cba;>ter devoted to explar>ation of divine

122Mtlton, De Doctrine Christiana, Book I, Chapter ii, in
Works, XIV, 27. [Hereafter, in citing references from Milton's
De Doctrine Chrtstiona, capital Roman numerals will designate books
of the treatise, and lower case Romon numerals will designote cbllpters
of the treatise~ Volume and page numbers refer to Columbia Edition.')
123Mtlton,I,1i,Vol.XIV,p.29.
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decrees, Milton discussed the gift of free will with which God
had endowed men and angels.· Both were allowed their own choice,
uncontrolled, and both were allowed to etand or fall.

The Ornnip-

otent did not necessitate the ensuing evil consequences; they were
left contingent :
hence, the covenant was of this kind: It thou stand,
thou shalt abide in Paradise; if thou fall, thou
sbalt be cast out; if thou eat not the forbidden
fruit, thou shalt live; it thou eat, thou ahalt
die.124
The angels, Milton pointed out, bad been endowed with the saane uncontrolled choice, and as man made his choice, which led to his tall,
so the devll bad done before him.

There was no evil nature.

God created the world out of matter.

it waa inherently eood.

Ortainally,

The matter was of God, and thus

Milton explained that even though there

were many passages in Holy Scripture in which God
distinctly declares that it is himself who impels the
einner to sin, who hardens his heart, who blinds his
understanding, and leads him in error,125
still the Omnipotent, because of Hts infinite holiness, could be
considered in no way as the originator of sin.

He further maintained:

There is indeed a proverb which says, that he who is able
to forbid on action, and forbids it not, virtually commands
it. This maxim is indeed binding on man, as a moral

124Milton,I,iii,Vol.XIV,p.81.
125Milton,I,viii,Vol.XV,pp.71,73.
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precept i but it is otherwise with regard to God. When.
in conformity with the language of mankind, he is
epokan of as insttarating, where he only does not prohibit evil, it does not follow that he therefore bids
it, inasmuch as there is no obli~ation by which he is
bound to forbid it.126
The angels were not all good because of God's uace; rather they

wero good or evil and were "upheld by their own strength no less
than man himself was before his fall. 11127

Milton referred to the

prince of devil• as "the author of all wickedness and the opponent
of oll aood, ul2S pointing out that the name Satan, by which be is
frequently called, means adversary or enemy.

The angels, he con-

tinued. revolted ot their own accord. and they were, like man, liable
to fall.

The evil angels fell because they "abode not in the truth"

(John viii.44), end their apostasy occurred before the fall of man.
Later, Adam's sin waa

insti~ated

in man's liability to fall.

by the devil, but it also ortainated

Min chose to believe in the assurances

of Satan, and he chose to disbelieve in divine truth.
Milton made two significant references to Saton in the
second book

of the treatise.

In one, be spoke of man's envy as

beifl{i; "exemplified in the envy with which Satan reaarde the aalvotion

126Milton,I,viii,Vol.XV,p.77.

12 7Milton,I.ix,Vol.XV,p.99.
128 Ibtd •• p.111.
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ot the human race, .. i29 ond in the other,

he referred to falsehood,

also exemplified in Satan, ae "the devil, speaking in the serpent,

•as the first liar (Gen. Ui.4) ... 1 3 0
As the history of Satan's early existence is not especially
treated in SeriptUl"e, there is no concrete basis offered tor oll of
Milton's presentstion of the fallen angel tn Paradise Lost; however,

hie attitude to'#ard Satan is clearly expressed in the De Doctrina
Christiana_, and that attitude prevails in the epic.

Baton was evil

by choice, Qnd tbO beauty of tm order of the world, to which Milton

referrod in tho dodication of the treatise, is contraeted in the
epic to the cboos in Satan's kingdom of the damned.

no final victory for Satan.

Also, there was

He claimed that he would instigate and

perpetuate evil, but the evil he achieves is not final.

God turns

the evil for his own purpose of good, and overconss evil with good.

In the third book of Paradise Lost, God refers to hie heavenly host,
both those who fell and those 11bo stood, sayina:

''Freely they stood who stood, and fell who fell.
Not free, what proof could they have givn sincere
Of true allegiance, constant Faith or Love,
Where onely what they needs must do. oppeard,
Not what they would?"
(III .102-100)

129Milton,I1,xi,Vol.XV11,p.267.
130Milton,II,xiii,Vol.XVII,p.301.
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Later, when the anaela learned of the creation of the world and of
the sacrifice the Son was to &Ila.lee to save man, Rqpbael relates to
Adam that

"Oreat triumph and rejoicing was in Heav'n
When such was heard deolar'd the Almightte's will;
Olorie they suna; to the moat Hirih. aiood will

To future men, end tn their dwellings peace:

Gloria to him whose just avena;inai ire
Had driven out th' ungodly trom his sight
And th' habitations of the just; to him
Olorie and praise, whose wisdom hod orcklin'd
Oood out of evil to create •••• "
(VII.180-188)

1'1nally, in the twelfth book of the poem. when the Angel Michael

concludes the revelation of future things to Adam,
••• our Siro
Replete with joy and wonder thus repli'd.
"O goodness infinite, goodness tt11::Jense I
That all this good of evil shall produce,
And evil turn to good"
(XII.467-471)

The epic mointains that God endO\fOd Satan with a free will and
Left him at lerge to hie 09n dark designs,
That with reiterated ortmes he might
Heap on himself damnation, while he sought
Evil to others, and enrag 'd might see
How all his malice served but to brina forth
Infinite goodness, grace and 1Il9rcy shewn
On ~n by him eeduo 't, but on himself
Treble confusion, •rath and vengeance pour'd.
( I.213-220)
The ideas recorded in the DG Doctrina Christiana which

present Milton's attitude toward Satan, and Milton's subsequent

treatment ot Satan in Paradise Lost are in accord with the earlier
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theological views set do•n by Saint Augustino.

Although the

religious tradition of Augustine. a Roman Catholic. dlf:foro from
that of Milton, a Protoetant. ot111 there are many similarities in
their basic ideas.

Augustine, like Uilton, in formulatina his

tboology, hod baaed hie study on Holy Scripturo, and with regard
to the theological views of Augustine, Milton's traatmont ot Satan
does not present any unusual or revolutionary tendencies.

The

devil's acts are in accord with his character, and his punishment
is in accord with his actions.

Driven by pride and sclt-lovo. which

ho wills to bo his domino ting characteristic. Satan becomes perverted--

rnoroly a ohadow or va«uo suggest ion of his tort10r self.
from what bad been an

e~lted

He fa lla

state to that "hich is si"nificantly

the ineunost stoto.

?!.uch of the philosophical spoculotion of Soint Augustine is
concerned with tho problotl of evil.

His position "as Chriotian, and

his oonsiderotion and treatment of the speculation was in terms of
his posit1on--'•tho first and li10st itiportant of the major str::inds in
his thouaht [beintr1 his conviction thot all things must be and nre

God-oentered."131

In Boo!: VII, Chapter III, of tho Confeostona,

written in the closing yoors of the fourth century, Augustine recalled

13lwh1tnoy J. Oates, "Introduction,•• in Basic Writimzs of Saint

Augustine CNew York,1948), I,xxt.
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his own early quostionina as to tha oriain of evil:
"Who mtlda tr.a? Was it not my God, who is not only good,
but 11:oodnese itself? Whence came I then to will and to
do evil, and to be unwilling to do good, that thera
might be cause for my juet punishment? Who was it that
put this in me, ond implontod in me tho root of bitterness, seoing l was altogether made by my most sweet

If the dovil wore the author, whence is that

God?

devil'? And i f he also, by his cran perverse Will, of a
goo'1 angel ba~tlG o dovil, whonce nla;o was the ovil

will in him whereby ha bacat:'IO a davil, seeing that tho
o~el

'Ras rr.:lde

alto~ather

Cro<ltor'/"1 3 2

tz;ood by that most good

Dyron's belief that the devil, having been endowed by God with a

certain nature, VUls, thus, not responsible !or tho actions which
that nature undertook, is quite similar to this line of Augustine 'a
questiontna.

ln succoeding chapters of the Confession•• Augustine

recorded his continued search for tho answer• to his questions--for
truth.

By God's assistance be

reached his goal and was led to

understand that God who is good created only that which ia good, and
that evil, then,
is not any substance; for wero it a substance, it would
be 6'0od.

For oithor 1t would be an incorruptible substance,

and so a chief good, or a corruptible ~ubstance, which
unless it wore good it could not bo corrupted. l perceived,
therefore, and it was ~de clear to mo that Thou didst

132

Saint Augustine, Confessicna, Dook VII, Chapter iii, in Dasie
Writings of Saint Aggustino, ed. Whitnay J. Oates (New York,1948), I,
93-94. [All quotations from the writings of Auaustine have been taken
from this odition--hereofter citod as Writings. Capital Romtln numerals
will be used to designate books in the treatises. and lower case Roman
numeral• will be used to deoignato chnptera in the tl"Gatisea. Volume
and page numbers refer to Writins;s.'1
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t10ko all tbio,;s aood, noi· is thore any s~batanca at all
that was not made by Thee: and because all that Thou bast
mdc ore not equal, thorefore all thtnga £u-e; beca1u~o
individuolly they are good, and altogotber vvry good,
bocause our Gou t.'l;lde all thini:a very ~ood.133

Evil, he raali"od, wos not o suiJstnnctJ "but o porvuraiou of the will,
bont aside from

[GooJ

0

1:34

In Dook XI of

wrote more cpocitically of the dovil.

He oxplainad tho Apostle

John•e words. "The devil sinneth from tho beginning," as

me::rni~

that

the devil, from the tilll) of his creation, refused riihteousness.
l\ U(lUSt 1ne

continued, however, that those are in error who suppose
that the devil has derived trom sot'IO advorso evil principle
a nature proper to himself •••• they do not notico that the
Lord did not say, '".fha devil was naturally a stranger to
th$ truth," but "Tho devil abode not in tl.1$ t1·uth," by
which He nnflnt us to undE.'lratand that he had fallen :from
the tt·uth, in which, i f he had abode, be would have
booooo e partaker of 1t, and hove rom 1ned in blessedness
along with the holy angels.l3G

Re further exp la iued that

os the words stand• "He abode not in the truth, because
the t:-uth is not io him," it seems us i f tho ti·uth':J
not baing in hitn were tho cause of his not ~i.liding in it;
whereos his not abiding in the truth ia ruther tho couso
of ita not being in hiru.13G

l3 3Augustine, Confa£>sions, VII, xii ,Vol. I,p.102.
134.Ihiri

l '2

~·. l>· 0 •

135Augustine, Tho City of God,XI.xiii, Vol. II,p.156.
1 36Auguetine, The Citi .o~,XI,xiv,Vol. U:,p.157.
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The devil. Augustine mainto!ned, •as not created with a nature that
t1aa ·sinful; nfor i f sin be natural, it ia not sin at all. " 137

He

drew proof for his statements from the prophets of the Old Testament-either what Isaiah soys when ho repronants the devil .
undnr the portlon of t'1e !Unrt of nabylon, "Row <:1rt thou
fallon, 0 I.ucifor, eon of the morningl" or what Ell:eltiel
!"!CYB. ''Thcit f'-.:?st been !r. t:den, thP- R:arden of God: every
precious stone was thy coverincr, '' where it is meant that
r.r:- w~e eo1:1c tiMo \'fithout sin; for a little after it is
otill moro e:itpl1oitly said, "Thou \fast perfect in thy
~nyn?"

And if these pnl'lsago~ cnrmnt be well be

otherwise

intarproted, "10 r.mst understand by th ts one also, "He
nb(':1e ""t in tho tr,!th," that he wag one~ in the truth,
but d1.d not remnin in it. And :trom this passage, ..The
devil t1inneth from the beginning," it 19 not to be
supposed that he sinned from the beginning of his created

ex1stonco, but frorn the be~inntn~ of his sin, when by his
pride he had once commenced to sin. There is n paosn~,
too, in the Poo~ ot .Job 1 of whtch th(? devi'.!. ta the subject: ''This is tho beginning o:f the creation of GM,
which Ha ttnde to be a sport to Hi!! an~ele," whioh a,,,-eea
with tha psnlm ';!Ibero it is said, "Thora is that drnri;on
r:iade to be a eport theT"ein." nut these
11a to cupposo that tho devil was
or1~1nnlly crentod to ho the sport of the angels, but that
he was door.:cd to this pt:nishmont ofter his sin. His
bcg1nning 1 then, 18 tho handiwork of God; for there is no

which Thou

h~nt

pnsm1gos are not to lend

nature, ovGn al'!ionr: the l"'ost, nnd lowest, ancl Inst of the
bcnetn, ~hich waB not the work of Rim from whom has procced~d all maaeure, all form, all order, without which
nothin~ can be planned or conceived.
How much more, then,
is this nn~clic nnture, which surpaesos in d1~nity all
clnc th'lt He! h'.'ls ~do 1 the ha!1d1work ot' th~ Most Ri!?ht 138

137Au~ust1ne, The City of God,XI,xv,Vol.II,p.157.

138lb
~ •• pp.157-158.
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Augustina continued his explanation by pointing out that wickedness,
which is contrary to nature, hos its origin not in God but in the
Will.

Even then, he maintained, the Creator is able to use evil

natures for purposes ot His own good-Accordingly, He caused the devil (good by God's creation,
wicked by his own will) to be cast down from his high
position, and to become the mockery ot His angels -that is, He caused his temptations to benefit those
whom he wishes to injure by them. And because God, when
Be created him, waa certainly not ignorant of his future
maliantty, and foresaw the good •hich He Himself would
bring out of his evil, therefore says the psalm, "This
leviathan whom Thou host made to be a sport therein,"
that '118 may see that, even while God in His goodness
created him good, He yet bod already foreseen and arranged
how He would moke use of him when he became wicked.139

The punishment ot the devil was further discussed in Book XIX of The
City of God.

The devil, Augustine here explained, could not Uve in

the truth and in the peace of order: neither could he escape "the
judaement of the Truth. • • and the power of the Ordainer. 11 140

The

Creator punished the evil which the devil has committed, and
God did not tako back all He hod imparted to [the devil's]
nature• but something He took and aoc.ethina He left, that
there might remain enough to be sensible of the loss of
what was token. And this very sensibility to pain is
evidence of the sood which boo been takon away and the
good which baa been left. For were nothinti good left,
there could be no pain on account of tho 14ood vhich had
been loat.141

139Au,;ustine, Th! City

ot God,XI,xvii,Vol.Il,p.159.

140Augustine, The City of God,XIX,xiii,Vol.II,p.489.
141 Ibid., p.489.
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Again. the devil is designated evil by virtue of his own choice.
Both Augustine and Milton pointed out the uncontrolled will which
ollo•d Satan tho choice 1 evil or good.
to remin loyal--who chose the good.

There were angels who chose

Sntan 1 however, chose to rebel,

and in the attitude of Milton in the De Dootrina Chrietinnn and in
the attitude of the early Augustinian tradition. the action of the
rebel angel waa not considered an heroic one.

This attitude is

maintained by the poet throuallout PoradieGI Lost.
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IV
Pl\RAD ISE LOST AND SATAN

Mil ton presents a clear statement of the theDIO and
purpoue of Paradise Lost in the first twenty-six lines of the first
book.

From the beginning. when the poet invokes tho Heavonly Muse•

the statement is distinct:
Of ?.tins Pirot Disobedience, and the Fruit
Of that Forbidden Tree. whose mortal tast

Brouuht Death into the World, and all our voe,
With lose of Eden, till one greater lttn
Restore ue, and regain the bliaeful Seat,
Sing, Heav'nly Muse ••••
(I.l-6)

The poem is generally referred to aa a literary epic, although Milton
referred to it as an "lloroic Song" ( IX.25).

By

the poet 'a own

designation in the first book the work was to be unique--it was,

according to Milton's own statement, to lio outside of the epic
tradition, to sonr obove tradition:
, •• I thence
Invoke thy aid to my edventrous Song,
That with no middle flight intends to soar
Above th' Aoniqn Mount, while it pursues
Thirias unattempted yet in Prose or Rhime.

( 1.12-16)

Contrary to tradition, the poem 1• theological rather than secular
in its attempt to "assert Eternal Providence,/And justify the ways
of God to men" (I.26-26).

Milton had originally planned, ea stated

$4

earlier, to incorporate hie theme into a tnudo drama, but the
elaboration wbtch·bis plot and theme entailed was more suited to
the lar;er frame

ot the epic.

ltlrianna Woodhull made a detailed

study ot Milton's use of the epic in The Epic of Pargdise Lost .
(1907).

She pointed out tlmt the extensive =aterial and the marvel

and wonder

ot

the supernatural detail would have found the methOd

ot traaedy too confining.

Besides, she added,

Milton's belief compelled him to make prominent tlw
domination of Christ over Satan. For this reaoon
man's fall issues necessarily, not in a tragedy, but
in a Christian epic in which Christ is the hero who
triumphs over Satan; and man becomes a victorious hero
only •hen, throUKh faith Qnd hope, he partakes of the
Massiah'• triumpb.142

The epic does not empbaaiQ the hero'• suffering.

A tragedy does.

The epic ernphaaiua instead the victory of a cause. 143 This 1• true
of Paradise Lost. · Adam's suf:terinu ia not the primary concern; his
victory through Christ is the theme which is empbasieod.

c.

M. DO\fra in From Virgil to Milton (1948) defiried an

epic poem oa beitte
by common consent a narrative of some length [which"]
deals •1th events which have a certain grandeur and

14""'Wood.bull. p.16.
143 Ibig •• p.17.
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importance and cotne from a life of action, especially
of violent notion such as war. It gives a special
pleasure because its events and persons enhance our
belief in the worth of human achievement and in the
dignity and nobility of mnn.144
He asserted that in spite of the f<1ot that Ad.alD'B fall would not

seem to fit into tho nenoral definition, Pargdise Lost would still
be considered heroic because of the greatness of the issues with

which it was concerned.
figure.

Ho unifies the

Adam, Bowra maintained, is the central
poo~,

and it is hie conflict of loyalty

between God and Eve which brings on hia traaody • 145 As Adam is
judged, finally, hero by his decisions and acts, so Satan, by his
decisions and acts, is Judged villain.

Bowra traced Satan's gradual

decline in appoaranco and character throughout the poem, pointing out
various critical analyses of Satan's character which he considered
erroneous.

He cited one of Satan's speeches. referred to often

by,

the Milton Satanists as an example of the firm resolution and determination ot Satan:
"The mind is its O\ln place, and in it self
Cnn make a Heav'n of Holl, a Holl of Eeav'n."
( I.254-255)

Bowra argued that thie sounded good but that it was not true.

''The

difference between Heaven and Rell ie abaolate"l 46 as Saton himsolf

144c. M. Bowra, From Virgil to Milton (London,1948), p.l.
145 Ibid., p.204.

14 6nowra, p.221.
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later odmitn:
0

• • • which vaay eball I flle
Infinite wrauth and infinite despaire?
Which way I flio is Hell; my self cm Hell.
And in the lowest deep o lower deep
Still threntnini.t to dovour me opens wide,
To which the Hell l suffer seems a neav'n.

(IV. 73-78)

The critic recalled £1.1Jny of the heroic traits •ith •bicb U1lton
had oDdmted 6atan--bie leadership, his daring, his royalty. his
rosourcof ulnens, and his eloquence.

Even thout:h Mil ton' e subject

did not tit wholly into the main epic tradition, still the poet could
not ovoid totally the old type of hero.

Bowrs sui:psted that perhaps

lftlton intended to contrast the traditional old hero with his now one.
txoossivo pride was evil to W.lton, and the trcditionol concept of
the epic hero waa based on pride.

The critic arGtued that Milton

"deliberately fashioned Satan on heroic models, because he rejected
the old heroic standards and wished to sho• that they were wicked ...14 7

There were major difttcult1es which would have arisen in
aey attempt to pl"Elaent Satan's character.

The problem tor Milton woe

in existence from the moment the idea of the poem was conceived.
one seDSG • Satan existed. htstorically.

In

He was no trnaa;inative tigment

of llilton's fortile brain, to be shaped and molded by tho artist ne

147BOV1ra, p.229.
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he saw flt.

Milton was dealing with a known figure whose shape,

form, and dimension had been determined long before he ever lifted
his head from the burnillll lake in the first book of Paradise Lost.
The problem tor Milton was, remaining true to himself ea an artist,
to fit Batan into his poelll in such a wuy that his true nature would
be preserved and yet he "ould be able to function within the frame-

work of the drama being presented in the epic.
The problem woe not peculiar to Satan, as bas been discussed
earlier.

Every character. true to the determined system ot order and

degree in the universe, was of vast proportion--froei the Omnipotent
to the t•o human inhabitants of Paradise.

Even as Adam and Eve were

presented in tho last threo booko--concorning their function after
the fall--they 1:1ust be considered larger than life.

And yet lt was

necessary to fit them into a working frame which would present their

octiona in o manner which could be oomprehendod by mn.
and goinus were transleted into humon terms.

Their 001111nga

For a truo appraiaol of

any of the characters the two planes of conception must be considered.
(The consideration miaht nullify some ot the oorllo,,. speculation

concerning the dull, pedantic quality ot the character of the
Omnipotent. )
The drama in Paradise Lost is a drama of humanity--wlth
A&lm and Eve representtn:: man. and with the

~sstah

representtnu the
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Sat~n

link betweon msn .and God.

os tba tempter, the tyrant, the

evil 1no.:Jrnato, manipulatos and achcraes to upset th& natural order
and the natural oonnoction bet,,..oon tho various notural degrees.

Satan, early 1n tha epic, resorts tt> the uao of fraud, guile. °'nd
hypocrisy.

He ol>andons hiB ronson ond ullo·ia hiuself to be ruled

instead by his paseion.

just in his own mind.

Any

mean~

which will nchiovo hio ond becom

Satlln's use of doceit is ovidont in bis

initial encounter with Sin ond Doath, tho womn-sorpont and the
0

exeorablo Shape" { U.681).

Realieirn: that he needs thoir cooperation

it ho is to leave the infernal reuion, ha resorts to hypocrisy Qnd
addrosees them ao "dear Daughter*' ( U.817) and

0

any fair Son"' CIl.818).

Later, in the fourth book, after mking his llddress to

tm

sun, show-

tng himoelf to be envious of the earth, arguing with himself

qs

to

whether he should proceed vi th his plan or not, ond tinolly confirming

himeelt in evil, Sotan has his truo identity revealed by hlo paesion:
Thus while

he opaks, each passion dimm'd his 1'.aoe
Thrice chong'd with palo, ire, envie, ond despair,
Which morr<i his borrow'd visage, and betraid
Ilim counterfet, if ony eye beheld.

For heav'nly mindes from auch distempers foule
Are ever cleer. · Whareof hoe soon a~:lre,
Each perturbatipn aoooth'd with outward colroo,
Artificer o! fraud; and was tho first
That praotisd foleebood under saintly show,
Deep malice to conoeale, couch 't with revenge ••••
( lV .114-123)
He continues to degenerate physically and spiritually, and his

SD

deceptiotts, although directed at others, begin to involve h11:JSelt.
Ithuriel and 7.ephon do not
Paradise.

rocogni~e

Soton oa they discover him in

Disguised as o toad, Satan is tempting Eve in a dream.

As he sees tho "two strong t:ind cuttlo Spirits" ( nr. 7S6), he chances

to his original shape end asks ti.am in scorn why they do not know

hitn--"yo knew

~

onco" (IV,828).

ZOphon, with contompt, reminds

Satan that because goodnoss and glory hnvo departed from

hi~,

he now

resornbles hiG ''sin and pll)ce of doom obscure and foula" (W.840).
Gabriel then joins SDtan and tho two spirits and demands of Satan
why ho hos loft the inforool region ond why ho has docidod to involve

tl3n in his rovongo.
eubtorfu~e,

Satan's answer, fillod with contradictions,

and hypocrisy. illustrotoa his intollecttml cowardice:

''Q:ibrial, thou hadst in lloav • n th' ostoor:i of wieo,
And Guch I hold thee; but this question askt
Puts Ille in doubt. Livos thore who lovos his pain?
Who would not, find ill{; way• break loose from !!ell.
Though thithor dootd? Thou wouldst thy self, no doubt.
And boldly venture to "'batever plQce
Farthoot from poin, whore thou mightst hope to chango
To1•ment with ease, and soonest recompence
Dole with dolight, which in this place I sought;
To thee no rooson, who kt1owst only good,
But evil hast not tri'd: ond wilt object
Jas will who bound us? Lot him surer barr
His Iron Gates, if ho intends our stay
!n thtlt dark durance.

( W .1386-SO!J)

Satan, in his attempt to deceive Gabriel, is in reality

himself.

deceivin~

In tho ninth book, in bis address to the earth, Satan shows

£10

o cleoror a•nroneas of the

o1~nU'icance

o! his oct ioM.

llnvin:r

decided to OB!lune tho i:utse of a norpent in ordor to carry ont h18
purpose of rovon«•, he coCIMOnte

1

"O foul deosecnt I tl-..nt J ~ho nrot corrtcndt>d
With Gode to ait the hi([!:.eot, ain now conatr:iind
Into n ron~t, on1 ~iyt uith tectiol rJ1mo,
Thh eu;once to fnc.'.)rNtO and tr:-.br1it~
That to tM he1:::ht r-f f'\eit1e osptr'd:
But wli3t •ill not Aebit ion anJ nev•nie
Descent to? who ns;:i1 res t"1t1t drwn os lc-w
Ae hiih he •o~rd, obnoxious flr~t or laat
To bo!?eBt tMn;-:s? P.cvcn+:!'.', at f1nt thot!r:h "net,
Dittor ere lone b3ck on 1taelt recoil&."
(IX.1~:1-172)

Yet he decides to pun1ue hie revnl'lfite, for ep1te, end hin

choOf'~"

to

pervert Eve rather th.on Adl'lc, "Whose hicher intellectual Mr• I
ahun" (IX.483).

After the accompli•hment of hi• 1d••ion, he returna

to hell, where he addreeSfla hfe legion9.
of God

lll'I

~admits

the oenipotence

ho saya, " • al110 he ha• Judr•d" CX.494), but he deceive•

h1anel! and his followor• nn

oo

conclnde11,

..Ye hove th' account
Of q· pt>rfor::.4ln::c: \Th~t n:..'.lin.", ye G01!'1,
Btlt up ond onter now into ful 1 ~l hrn."

(X.501-503)

At thi• point, Ms logions

0!~eor

and Satnn wonders at thntr

reoct1o~--

''A

d1n~.al

uf11ver!'al h1!"E" (X.5'18),

but not lorq
Bad leaaure, woDdrinii et hioaelf now more;
His Vieaee drawn he !elt to sharp and s~re,
P.is Arna clu"I: to hi• Ribn, h1a Le~~· entw1n1nit
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Each other. till uupplnntod down ho foll

A monstrous Serpent on bis Delly prone,
neluctant • .but in vaine ••••
ex. so9-515)

Of tho twelve books in Paradise Loat, Satan tiauros

prominently in six.

Ria QC::tive l:lovetlent in tho poem concerns: in

Book I. hiD rocover)' in hall, hio owokoning or hie lea ions• and hie
ini t Ui l leadership of hio followers; in Book I I, his mnipulat ion

of the debate of his full council, his origin<:1l

s~gestion

of the

ne-.. world's being a site for their future activity, and his voluntee:ring to bo the one to go; in Book III, his

dosignin~

to deceive

Uriel and obtain directions to earth; in nook IV, his rocolvina to

involve tl<ln in his reven.,.'"'9 against God; in Book IX, bis tempting of
Eve; and in Book X, hie boastful

return1~

to hio

le~1ona

in hell.

Saton's actual revolt in heaven and his war with Uichael and the

heavenly boat is rei'er:red to in Books V ond VI, and briefly in Book
VII, in a lone narrative by fiapb.1el 1 who ic explaining all past

history to Adam.

Hilton's first mention o! Satan in the poem is a

reference to "Th' inform:il Serpene' (I.34).

He describeo Satnn ae

••• ho it wns whooo guila

Sttrrod up with Envy and Rovan«o, deceiv'd
Tho Mother of lbnkind, what tioo his Pride
P..nd cast him out from Ileav•n, with all his Host
Of Rebel A~als, by whci;o aid oopiring

To set hir:welf in Glory above his Peers,
lie trustetl to have equal 'd tho mo$t IU~h.
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If he oppoa'd; Qnd uith ambitious oim
Aia1nst the Throne and Lfonarchy of God

na1s 1 d ic;p!ous uar in Hoav'n cod battel proud
With vein ottompt.
( I.34-44)

Lator, in Dool: U, :Jilton inolul.lad

OJ

ocollQ which pi.·ovido& one of

the stron(;Qst 1ndictm3nta ogoinst Satan's persorol charocter.

The

sceno rov~alc Sutun'n post incectuous 1-olotion~hip \111th hie U;i~hter.

The acono bc"irw with ''tho Adversary of God and f.\ln" (.II. 620) .is be
io

journeyi~

towurd the earth; :finally, he roaches the gates of

hell:

Before the GateQ there sat
On either side a formidable shape;
The ono aeem'd Womn to the Wuste, and fni1·,
But uncled foul in many a scaly fould
VollllDinous and vast. a eerµt1nt arm'u
With mort~l ~tillfi:.
(II.0413-052)
The soconJ sooJ;o--

Ir shDpe 1 t uight bo ca 11 'tl tllll t wbapo held none
in iuotiOOr, Joynt, or litll>,
Or subutance eight be call '<l tlult shcdo\1f aoec'd.
For euch seot.i'd uithe1·; black i t ~'tood ~s Night,
Fiorce co ten Furioe, torriblc wS Holl,
Distincuieh~bla

Arid chook a <.lrondful f'::irt; whot ocoti'tl his hood
The likonoao of e Kingly Cr0\1n had on.

(!I.667-673)
Au Eotun raic;ea his hnnd to strike ''the Goblin full of wrauth''
(II. OCO), the ''Snokio So:i:·cerooE" (II. 721) ruches lJotwoon them cryinu;,

"O fatwr, wl.ot intends

tl~y

hand •••

Acainst thy only Son?..
(II. 727-728)
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When Satan denies knowina either ot them, the aorcereaa queattons:
"Hast thou f oreot IDG thon 1 abd do I aeem
Now in thine eye so foul. once deemd so foir
In Jieav 'n 1 when at th' Assembly, and in eight
Of all the Seraphim with thee combin'd

In bold conspiracy against Beav'na Ki118•
All on a sudden miserable pain
Surpria'd thee; dim thine eyes, and di:u:ie numm
In darkness while thy bead flames thick obd tost
Threw forth, till on the left aide op'n1111r wide,
Likest to thee in shape and count' nance bririiht,
Then ahintna heav'nly fair, a Goddess arm'd
Out ot thy head 1 sprung t a111Di:eemant sets 'd
All th' float of Heav'n; back they recoild affroid
At f irat, ond call' d me !!!!t and for Q Sign
Portentous held 118; but familiar grown,
I pleaa'd, and with attractive iraces won
The moat averse, thee chiefly, who full oft
Thy self in me thy perfect tmoge viewing
Becam'at enamour'd, and such joy thou took'st
With ma in secret, that my womb conceiv'd
A 1irowing burden •••• "

( u. 747-767)

The sorceress then explains that after the war ib heaven ahe too
had fallen; oleo. she had been given the key to the gates of hell,
where she was to •tay:
" ••• Pensive here l sat
Alone, but lon~ I sat not, till my womb
Prerinant by thee, and now excessive arown

Prodiaious motion felt ond rueful throes._
At last this odious offspring whom thou seeet
Thine own begotten, breaking violent way
Tore throush my entraila, that with fear and pain
Distorted, ell IQY nether shape thus arew
Tranaform'd: but he ID)' inbred enemie
Forth iesu'd, brandishing bis fatal Dart
~de to destroy :
I fled, end cry 'd out Death. "
(II. 777-787)
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Satan, then, in on incestuous act with Sin, his daughter, bad
conceived Dooth.
wished to

Surely• the scene was not included by o poet who

emphaei~

or stress the heroic qualities of his subject.

Also, references to Satan as tyrant, as cited earlier, are consistent
throughout the poem.

Satan is last mentioned in Books XI and XII as

the Angel Michael relates aucceedirta history to Adam, leading up to
the comine of Christ into the world, and including the eventual,

final and everlasting victory of the Messiah over Baton.

God sends

Michael and a band of warriors to escort Adam and Eve fro1:1 the garden,
"letist the Fiend ••• some new trouble raise" (Xl.101,103); Michael
arrives wearing his sword which ia ..Satans dire dreod" (Xl.248).
lte explain• to Adam the

meant~

of Christ's coming:

" ••• not therefore joynes tho Son
M:tnhood to God-head, with core stre°"th to foil
Thy enemie; nor so is overcome
Sgtan, whose fall from H&av'n, a deadlier bruise,
Disabl'd not to give thee thy deaths wound:
Which he who comes thy Savior ab.all recure,
Not by destroying ~. but his works
In thee and in thy Seed."
CXII.388-395)

Only by Adam's love end obedience to God can bis doom be annulled:

"this act
Shall bruise the head of Satan, crush his stre~th
Defeating Sin and Death, his two maine artlBs,
And Ux farr deeper in hi• head thir stings •••• ••

ex n. 429-432 >

Michael, continuing his narration, reveals that after Christ's death
and resurrection,
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" ••• he shall ascend
With victory. triumphing through the aire
Over bis toes end thine; there shall surprise
The Serpent, Prince of oire, and drng in Cbaines
Through all his Realme, snd there confounded leave."
(XII.451-455)

The last reference to Sutan in Pqrgdtse Lost is 1noluded in Michael's
narration as be refers to the final day of judgment when "Satan with
his perverted World" (XII.547) will be dissolved.

Perhaps, because man with hio human failings finds it easier
to recogniiw the ro:::tlity in evil than he does to recoaniu the reality
in good, many hove been quick to identify with Satan and, thus, to
prnise the heroic virtues which they

recogni~

in hie character.

The

virtues are present--the appreciation of beauty, the doubting and worry
which precede the final decision concerning the involving of man in the
revenge, and the strong will and fearless courage--however misdirected.

It seems dramatically ironic. then. when Satan refutes his divine origin
in proclaimicg bis opposition to God's will ond in determining that
there will be eternal worrina; between good and evil, as it ts the
divine origin which bad endowed Satan with the heroic virtues in the

first place.

These virtues combined with and, finally, overwholmed by

the evil in him CJQke Satan a whole ficure.

For this reason, to consider

him simply on nlleaorical figure soems to diminish his total effectiveness in the poem.

As a mere symbol, Sotan would seom to possess too

superficial o character.

There would be a one-sidedness suggested to

oe

bu noture--o ono-•idedoe•• which doe• not exist.

on

ollo~ory,

but be ia, oloo, a vholo end rool

:Jc tan l• part of

t~ure-c

worth,y

•dveraary.

Ro know8 whJt good ia, cad b1 know• •bot nU

chooeea for

J'eGBODll

~a

dster:stned by bi•

tyrennlcel •111 to foll0'9 the n n .

a.

He

pride al'ld anmtlll'Olly

Ile do;rado•

hi••lt. ho involve•

1nnooeooe 1n hie deirradetlon, ho abuao• ht• orootiv• talont• and hl8
heroic end«Nmnta, and,

•bat bo 19 dotna:.

•lan1f1~ntly,

ho ro.ll1"9• throuabout •:t.nctly

ne 19 a calculot1n.i opponont to

Ood, aod CllianJ ho

19 a determ1nod adversary: but be 1• not the hero of P.;rqd190 Loet.
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